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SYNOPSIS 

 

Processes involving facilitated transport through dispersion liquid membranes in hollow 

fiber contactors [1] is advantageous over conventional processes for separation of valuable 

metals from lean streams due to a number of reasons. These include simultaneous extraction 

and stripping, continuous replenishment of the organic phase immobilized in pores of 

polymeric membrane and fast disengagement of the loaded dispersion after the mass transport 

operation. In the liquid membrane based transport processes [2-3], diffusion path length 

inside the wetted pore is important in deciding the rate of extraction.  Diffusion path length is 

related to the fraction of the pore length wetted by the organic liquid membrane phase. Hence, 

estimation of fraction of the pore length wetted by the organic phase is useful in design and 

scale up of this process. A mathematical model has been developed for determining the rate 

of transport through the membrane and the extent of extraction through the contactor as a 

function of the fraction of the pore length wetted by the organic membrane phase. Since, the 

diffusion coefficient of the metal carrier complex in the organic membrane phase is 

significantly lower than that of the metal ions in the aqueous feed phase, the overall rate of 

transport decreases rapidly as the fraction of the pore wetted by the organic phase increases. 

It is therefore possible to estimate the fraction of the pore length wetted by the organic 

membrane phase from the rate of extraction through the developed model. This estimation is 

also helpful to get an idea of the stability of liquid membrane phase in the pores of the given 

polymeric membrane. The data has been generated for extraction of uranium from nitrate 

medium in countercurrent once-through mode using hollow fiber dispersion liquid membrane. 

Effect of various hydrodynamic and chemical parameters such as carrier concentration, 

presence of surfactant, initial feed uranium concentration, feed acidity and varying aqueous to 

organic ratio in dispersion has been studied. Water-in-oil dispersion of 1 M NaHCO3 in 
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dodecane, containing 30 % v/v Tri-n-butyl phosphate (TBP), is used as extractant. For 

polysulfone lumen, the model estimates the fraction of the pore length wetted by the organic 

membrane phase as 40 %. Similarly, estimation has been made for polypropylene lumen and 

the entire pore length has been found wetted by the organic membrane phase. Preliminary 

data on liquid-liquid equilibria has been generated and utilized for model prediction. The 

model has been found useful for prediction of the performance of polysulfone and 

polypropylene hollow fiber contactors and also for scale up of these contactors.  

The efficiency of mass transfer of the metal to the strip phase depends on the interfacial 

area of the dispersion which in turn depends upon its stability. For efficient mass transfer, the 

drop size should be as small as possible. However, due to coalescence, drop size continuously 

increases as the dispersion moves through the contactor, thereby reducing the contacting 

efficiency. Low rates of coalescence are desirable to achieve high stability of dispersion. The 

rate of drop coalescence depends on the nature and concentration of the adsorbed species at 

the drop-organic phase interface [4]. When the organic phase contains more than one surface 

active species, there would be competition among them to occupy interface. Moreover, 

different surface active species, depending on the structure of their hydrophobic tail, have 

different ability to prevent coalescence. In the present work, two different techniques have 

been used to study stability of emulsion. In the first, time of fall of drop of aqueous phase 

through an organic pool and its coalescence with its bulk phase has been studied with a 

typical liquid-liquid extraction system. The second technique involves use of ‘Turbiscan 

Online’. This is an optical instrument to characterize the liquid dispersions using multiple 

light scattering techniques [5]. It provides the details of back scattering and transmission 

through the dispersion. The intensity of the backscattered light depends on three parameters: 

diameter of the drop, their volume fraction and the relative refractive index between the 

dispersed phase and continuous phase. Therefore, any change due to a variation of the drop 
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size is detected by the optical device. Characterization of dispersion of water in oil containing 

tri-n-butyl phosphate and its homologue tri-iso-amyl phosphate, has been done using 

Turbiscan Online to assess feasibility of this dispersion for dispersion liquid membrane 

extraction of U(VI) in hollow fiber contactor. Effect of carrier concentration, nature of the 

strip phase, power input during emulsification and effect of surfactant on stability of the 

dispersion has been studied using Turbiscan Online. It is observed that the carrier competes 

with the surfactant (SPAN80) to occupy the interface. Therefore, at high concentration of the 

carrier, the interface is almost fully occupied by the carrier molecules. However, carrier 

molecules have poor ability to prevent coalescence. Hence, high concentration of the carrier 

is detrimental to the stability of the emulsion, although it enhances the rate of transport. Also, 

among the carriers, tri-iso-amyl phosphate provides better stability to emulsion than tri-n-

butyl phosphate due to its branched tail. Based on these studies, it was possible to arrive at 

the optimal formulation of the dispersion and method of emulsification.  

 

The layout of the thesis is as follows, 

1. Studies are conducted on drop coalescence in order to assess the stability of dispersions 

for the extractant, tri-n-butyl phosphate and tri-iso-amyl phosphate with aqueous phases 

as distilled water and 0.1 M NaHCO3. 

2. A model has been developed to predict the rate of transport of metal ion using hollow 

fiber contactor in liquid membrane mode. Model estimates the fraction of the pore 

length wetted by the organic liquid membrane. 

3. Effect of material of construction of hollow fiber viz. polysulfone and polypropylene on 

rate of transport of uranium through hollow fiber dispersion liquid membrane has been 

studied. 
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4. Effect of type of extractant viz. tri-n-butyl phosphate and its homologue tri-iso-amyl 

phosphate on rate of transport of uranium through hollow fiber dispersion liquid 

membrane has been studied. 

5. Scale-up aspects of hollow fiber contactor has been investigated with the help of 

developed model for both the contactor made of polysulfone and polypropylene. 

In Chapter 1, literature review for the present work has been discussed. In Chapter 2, 

time of fall of drop of aqueous phase through an organic pool and its coalescence with its 

bulk phase has been studied with a typical liquid-liquid extraction system. Characterization of 

dispersion of water in oil containing TBP and TiAP has been done using Turbiscan Online to 

assess the stability of the dispersion for extraction of U(VI) in hollow fiber contactor. Effect 

of carrier concentration, nature of the strip phase, power input during emulsification and 

effect of surfactant on stability of the dispersion has been studied using Turbiscan Online. 

Based on these studies, an optimal formulation of the dispersion and method of 

emulsification has been arrived at.  

The droplet size in the presence of TBP is found to be greater than that in TiAP.  This 

is due to the fact that the longer as well as branched isoamyl chains of TiAP produce greater 

steric hindrance to coalescence than the linear butyl chains of TBP. To study the effect of 

carrier and SPAN 80 together on the drop size, dispersions were prepared by addition of 2% 

v/v of SPAN80 during the emulsification.  Distilled water (DW) and 0.1 M NaHCO3 were 

used as the dispersed phases. Different concentrations of TiAP in the range from 0 to 10% 

v/v in dodecane were used. It is seen that with increase in the concentration of TiAP, the drop 

diameter increases. This is because of possible displacement of Span 80 by TiAP due to its 

high concentration. Since TiAP are not as effective as SPAN 80 to prevent drop coalescence, 

due to their shorter hydrocarbon chains, the drop size increases as TiAP concentration in the 

solution increases. A similar behavior is also observed with TBP. 
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It is observed that the drop diameter decreases with increase in concentration of SPAN 

80 until a threshold concentration is reached, beyond which increase in SPAN 80 has no 

effect on drop diameter. The concentration of SPAN 80 needed to reach the threshold 

increases with increase the concentration of the carrier.  This can be understood from the fact 

that the carrier and the surfactant compete with each other to occupy the interface. At low 

concentration of surfactant, the interfacial concentration is dominated by the carrier leading 

to larger drop diameter. Beyond the threshold concentration, the interfacial concentration is 

dominated by the surfactant and hence drop size does not reduce beyond the threshold value. 

Higher, is the concentration of the carrier, greater is the concentration of the surfactant 

needed to displace it and hence the threshold value is higher. Both TBP and TiAP show 

similar trend.   

In Chapter 3, a mathematical model has been developed for determining the rate of 

transport through the membrane and the extent of extraction through the contactor. Model 

also estimates the fraction of the pore length wetted by the organic membrane phase [6]. The 

model is validated for extraction of uranium from nitrate medium in recirculating and once-

through mode using dispersion liquid membrane. Developed mathematical model can be used 

for prediction of extraction rate of other ions and other types of polymeric membrane. The 

data needed for the design are, the carrier mediated distribution coefficient of the ion in the 

organic phase, diffusion coefficient of the ion in the aqueous phase and diffusion coefficient 

of the ion-carrier complex in the organic phase. Along with pore diameter, pore length and 

pore area, fraction of the pore length wetted by the organic phase is also needed. This length 

will be determined by wettability of the polymeric membrane for organic liquid membrane 

phase. For prediction, estimation of mass transfer coefficient of feed and organic phase has 

been estimated with the help of empirical correlations and physical properties of the system. 

Effect of polymeric support on transport of uranium from lean acidic nuclear waste streams 
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using dispersion liquid membrane in hollow fiber contactor has been studied with micro-

porous Polysulfone, PS and Polypropylene, PP fibers. Water-in-oil dispersion of 1 M 

NaHCO3 in dodecane containing 30 % v/v Tri-n-butyl phosphate (TBP) is used as extractant. 

Five different hollow fiber contactors were used. Two contactors with PS lumens, PS1 and 

PS2, were supplied by Desalination Division, BARC. The other three contactors, consisting 

of polypropylene lumens, PP1, PP2 and PP3 (make: Liqui-Cel® 2.5x8”) were purchased from 

Membrana, Germany. Using PS1 and PS2 contactor, percent extraction of 28 % and 40 % has 

been achieved, respectively, in single pass of the feed solution. Similar studies have been 

conducted using microporous contactors with polypropylene lumen (PP1, PP2 and PP3) and 

percent extraction of 55 %, 75 % and 95 % has been observed, respectively. Prediction ties in 

well with the data.  

Since the diffusion coefficient of the metal-carrier complex in the organic phase is 

much lower than that of the metal ion in the aqueous feed phase, mass transfer resistance 

inside membrane is controlling. Through model, it is found that 40 % of the pore length is 

wetted by the organic phase in PS2 contactor. Similarly, for PP1, consisting hydrophobic 

polypropylene lumen, α is estimated to be 1.1. This implies that in the case of PP membrane, 

the entire length of the pore is wetted by the organic phase. Value of α greater than one, 

implies that part of the liquid protrudes out from the pore in the form of convex meniscus. A 

small extent of leakage of the organic phase in the feed is also expected.  It was indeed 

observed in PP membrane, whereas no perceptible leakage was detected with PS membrane. 

In spite of this drawback, PP1 module is found to exhibit greater extent of extraction than 

PS1 and PS2. This is because, the fiber wall thickness (L) of PP lumen is one order of 

magnitude less than that of the PS lumen as mentioned in Table 1. Hence, the reduction in the 

rate of diffusion of uranium ions due to higher value of α in PP lumen is overcompensated by 

its shorter pore length, L.  
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In Chapter 4, effect of type of extractant viz. tri-n-butyl phosphate and its homologue tri-iso-

amyl phosphate has been studied on rate of transport of uranium through hollow fiber 

dispersion liquid membrane. TiAP is a higher homologue of TBP, which inherits its qualities 

of selective extraction of U(VI) and remove the limitations of chemical degradation and 

entrainment in aqueous phase. Through generated equilibrium distribution data of U(VI), we 

get the value of equilibrium constant, Keq as 8.93 M−4. Under the same conditions, Keq for 

U(VI)-TBP system is also measured and found as 6.36 M−4. This shows that TiAP has little 

bit greater affinity for U(VI), compared to TBP. The equilibrium constant for acid transport 

has been estimated as 0.16 M−2 for TBP and 0.20 M−2 for TiAP. So, the extent of association 

of nitric acid with TiAP is similar to that with TBP.  

Comparison of the extraction efficiency for once through mode operation of HFDLM is 

shown in Figure 1 for both TiAP and TBP as the ligand.  

 

 

Figure 1: Comparison of transport of U(VI) in once through mode operation of HFELM 

using TiAP and TBP as the ligand; Feed: uranium plant raffinate; organic: 10 % v/v 

ligand dissolved in dodecane with 2 % v/v SPAN80; aqueous phase: 0.1 M NaHCO3; 

W/O ratio in dispersion is 2:3 v/v; agitation rpm 4000; flow rate for HF is 400 ml min−1 

in both the tube and shell side 
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HFDLM has also been operated in recirculating mode with the same conditions and 

observations are shown in Figure 2. U(VI) extraction of 68% has been achieved in the period 

of 1 hour using TiAP as the carrier. Figure 2 also shows the similar run with HFDLM in 

recirculating mode using TBP with similar U(VI) extraction has been achieved in 1 hour. It is 

seen that both the carriers are performing almost identical for U(VI) extraction. Use of TiAP 

for U(VI) extraction can be advantageous in view of its lower solubility in water (0.1 g L−1) 

and greater resistance to acid hydrolysis and chemical degradation. 

 

 

Figure 2: Transport of U(VI) in recirculating mode operation of HFELM; Feed: 

uranium plant raffinate; organic: 10 % v/v TiAP dissolved in dodecane with 2 % v/v 

SPAN80; aqueous phase: 0.1 M NaHCO3; W/O ratio in dispersion is 2:3 v/v; agitation 

rpm 4000; flow rate 400 ml min−1 in both the tube and shell side; Volume in 

recirculation is 1L 
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shown in Table 1 (a). Similarly, predictions made using PP1 have found in agreement with 

the data generated using PP2 and PP3 and shown in Table 1 (b). Hence, the present model 

can be easily utilized for scale up of HFDLM process with limited experimental trials. 

 

Table 1: Effect of increase in lumen length on uranium extraction, (a) PS contactor (b) 

PP contactor 

(a) 

Length of the fiber, l (cm) Extraction % (Prediction) Extraction % (Data) 

40 

42 

31.25 

41.28 

28 (generated using PS1) * 

39.9 (generated using PS2) * 

45 43.47  

50 46.94  

55 50.20  

60 53.26  

* Effective length of lumen, l in PS1 and PS2 contactors are 40 and 42 cm, respectively. 

 

(b) 

Length of the fiber (cm) Extraction % (Prediction) Extraction % (Data) 

16 54.21 55.21 (generated using PP1) # 

20 62.33  

25 70.49 73.64 (generated using PP2) # 

30 76.88  

40 85.81  

50 91.29  

62 98.56 98.30 (generated using PP3) # 
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# Effective length of lumen, l in PP1, PP2 and PP3 contactors are 16, 25 and 62 cm, 

respectively. 

In conclusion, our study has presented a mathematical model for estimation of the wetted 

length of the fiber pore. Polypropylene module is found to exhibit greater extent of extraction 

than polysulfone. This is because, the fiber wall thickness of PP lumen is one order of 

magnitude less than that of the PS lumen. Hence, the reduction in the rate of diffusion of 

uranium ions due to higher value of α in PP lumen is overcompensated by its shorter pore 

length. It has also been understood that for polymeric membranes with higher ε/τ, extraction 

of solute will be less dependent on the fraction of the pore length wetted by the organic 

membrane phase. Further, efficacy of TiAP as a carrier for extraction of U(VI) from acidic 

plant raffinate has been evaluated in comparison to TBP. On the positive side, TiAP has a 

greater affinity for U(VI) compared to TBP with dodecane as solvent. On the negative side, 

TiAP has a higher propensity to extract nitric acid into dodecane, which reduces the driving 

force for extraction. These two factors appear to balance each other when the extraction is 

performed on a uranium plant raffinate containing 1.5 M nitric acid using hollow fiber 

extractor, where both TBP and TiAP perform almost identically. However, there are many 

lean uranium streams which have low acidity and we expect TiAP to perform better than TBP 

in those cases. In addition, considering the other advantages of TiAP over TBP viz. lower 

aqueous solubility and low rates of degradation on exposure to radiation, we can conclude 

that TiAP is a promising carrier in dispersion liquid membrane process for extraction of U(VI) 

from acidic raffinates of uranium refining plants. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Polymeric dispersion liquid membranes 

Value recovery from lean acidic streams is an important operation due to its wide 

applications in nuclear industry [1-2]. Raffinate containing lean values is generated from 

various processes in nuclear as well as chemical industry. Process intensification techniques 

with novel contactors and novel ligands may be utilized to treat such raffinates [3-4]. Hollow 

fiber module (figure 1.1) is a process-intensified mass transfer contactor with no moving 

parts [5]. It is ideally suited to treat such kind of lean raffinates due to its numerous 

advantages such as non-dispersive contact, simultaneous extraction and stripping, well 

defined interfacial area, easy scale up, etc. Dispersion liquid membrane immobilized in 

hollow fiber contactor (figure 1.2) has proved its promise in recovery of various metal ions 

relevant to nuclear industry. It has the advantage of simultaneous extraction and stripping, 

continuous replenishment of organic phase immobilized in pores of polymeric membrane and 

fast disengagement of loaded dispersion after the mass transport operation [6-7]. In 

dispersion liquid membrane (DLM), a dispersion of strip phase in a continuous organic phase 

is confined to one side, and the aqueous feed phase to the other side of a membrane pore. The 

aqueous strip phase, dispersed in the organic continuum, circulates on the shell side of the 

hollow fiber contactor [8]. The organic phase fills the pores of the microporous polymeric 

membrane and acts as a liquid membrane. 
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Figure 1.1: Schematic of a) hollow fiber contactor, b) experimental apparatus including 
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Factors determining the efficiency of liquid dispersion membranes  

The efficiency of the dispersion liquid membrane contactors depend on both the rate 

of transport of the metal ion across the porous solid membrane and the rate of its transport 

from the continuous organic phase to the strip phase drops. The efficiency of mass transfer of 

the metal from organic phase to the strip phase depends on the interfacial area of the strip 

phase-organic phase emulsion, which inturn depends upon emulsion stability. For efficient 

mass transfer, the strip phase drop sizes should be as small as possible. However, due to 

coalescence, drop size continuously increases as the emulsion moves through the contactor, 

thereby reducing the contacting efficiency. Low rates of coalescence are desirable to achieve 

high emulsion stability. Coalescence will usually occur, when two drops approach each other, 

where an interfacial film forms, drains to a certain thickness and then ruptures [9-10]. Film 

rupture is very rapid, and so the life of the interfacial film is largely determined by its rate of 

thinning.  

One simple way to study the rate of coalescence is to measure the drop rest time. The 

drop rest time is defined as the time interval between arrival of the drop at a flat interface and 

its coalescence. It is a measure of drop stability. Drop rest time is the time required for 

thinning of the film of liquid, trapped between the drop and the interface (figure 1.3).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.3: Liquid film having radius r trapped between the interface 
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Film thinning is caused by viscous drainage of the fluid contained in the film. At the critical 

film thickness, the attractive van der Walls force between the molecules of the drop and those 

of its mother phase is strong enough to overcome the cohesive force among the molecules of 

the film and thereby causes rupture of the film [11-12]. 

Characterization of emulsion is a pre-requisite before its circulation in hollow fiber 

contactor. There are a very few tools which can analyze stability of emulsions with high 

opacity. ‘Turbiscan Online’ is an optical instrument to characterize the liquid emulsions 

(figure 1.4) [13-14]. It provides the details of back scattering and transmission through the 

emulsion. The intensity of the backscattered light depends on three parameters: diameter of 

the drop, their volume fraction and the relative refractive index between the dispersed phase 

and continuous phase. Therefore, any change due to a variation of the drop size is detected by 

the optical device.  

 

 

Figure 1.4: Turbiscan online apparatus using multiple light scattering technique for 

characterization of dispersions  

 

The second important transport step in porous membrane based processes is diffusion 

through the membrane pores. Diffusion path length inside the wetted pore is important in 

deciding the rate of extraction [22-23].  Diffusion path length is related to the fraction of the 
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the higher homologue of Tri-n-butyl phosphate (TBP) and its solubility in water is lower than 

that of TBP [20]. Chemical and radiolytic degradation are also minimal for TiAP due to 

presence of branched alkyl chain [21]. Effect of carrier concentration, nature of the strip 

phase, power input during emulsification and effect of surfactant on stability of the emulsion 

has been studied using Turbiscan Online. Based on these studies, an optimal formulation of 

the emulsion and method of emulsification has been arrived at. Further, the dispersion has 

been employed in liquid membrane mode using hollow fiber contactor to assess the 

performance for extraction of U(VI) from the raffinate of a uranium refining plant.  

In the present work, a mathematical model has been developed for determining the rate 

of transport through the membrane and the extent of extraction through the contactor. A 

novel approach for estimation of fraction of the pore length wetted by the organic membrane 

phase has been suggested through developed model. This estimation is also helpful in design 

and scale-up of hollow fiber membrane contactors.  The data has been generated for 

extraction of uranium from nitrate medium in countercurrent once-through mode using 

hollow fiber dispersion liquid membrane. Effect of various hydrodynamic and chemical 

parameters such as carrier concentration, presence of surfactant, initial feed uranium 

concentration, feed acidity and varying aqueous to organic ratio in dispersion has been 

studied. Water-in-oil dispersion of 1 M NaHCO3 in dodecane, containing 30 % v/v Tri-n-

butyl phosphate (TBP), is used as extractant. The model is validated for hollow fiber 

contactors made of lumens of different materials viz. polysulfone and polypropylene. 

Preliminary data on liquid-liquid equilibria has been generated and utilized for model 

validation. The model has also been found beneficial for prediction of the performance of 

polysulfone and polypropylene hollow fiber contactors regarding their scale up [24-27]. 

Process mass transfer coefficients are estimated through available correlations [28-29]. 
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Layout of thesis  

The layout of the thesis is as follows, 

1. Studies are conducted on drop coalescence in order to assess the stability of dispersions 

for the extractant, tri-n-butyl phosphate and tri-iso-amyl phosphate with aqueous phases 

as distilled water and 0.1 M NaHCO3. 

2. A model has been developed to predict the rate of transport of metal ion using hollow 

fiber contactor in liquid membrane mode. Model estimates the fraction of the pore 

length wetted by the organic liquid membrane. 

3. Effect of material of construction of hollow fiber viz. polysulfone and polypropylene on 

rate of transport of uranium through hollow fiber dispersion liquid membrane has been 

studied. 

4. Effect of type of extractant viz. tri-n-butyl phosphate and its homologue tri-iso-amyl 

phosphate on rate of transport of uranium through hollow fiber dispersion liquid 

membrane has been studied. 

5. Scale-up aspects of hollow fiber contactor has been investigated with the help of 

developed model for both the contactor made of polysulfone and polypropylene. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

STUDIES ON DROP COALESCENCE TO ASSESS 

STABILITY OF DISPERSIONS 

Introduction 

Value recovery from lean acidic streams is an important operation due to its wide 

applications in nuclear industry. Raffinate containing lean values is generated from various 

processes in nuclear as well as chemical industry. Process intensification techniques with 

novel contactors and novel ligands may be utilized to treat such raffinates [4]. Tri-iso-amyl 

phosphate (TiAP) is such type of ligand, which proves promising in recovery of U(VI) from 

lean acidic streams [19]. TiAP is the higher homologue of Tri-n-butyl phosphate (TBP) and 

its solubility in water is lower than that of TBP [20]. Chemical and radiolytic degradation is 

also minimal for TiAP due to presence of branched alkyl chain [21]. Batch liquid-liquid 

extraction studies, conducted in the present work, with uranium plant raffinate-TiAP/ 

dodecane reveal high partition coefficient of U(VI) with this ligand. Hollow fiber module is a 

process-intensified mass transfer contactor with no moving parts [5]. It is ideally suited to 

treat such kind of lean raffinates due to its numerous advantages such as non-dispersive 

contact, simultaneous extraction and stripping, well defined interfacial area, easy scale up, 

etc. Emulsion liquid membrane immobilized in hollow fiber contactor has proved its promise 

in recovery of various metal ions relevant to nuclear industry [6]. Our preliminary 

experiments indicated that TiAP has significantly higher affinity for U(VI) compared to tri-n-

butyl phosphate. In view of this, studies were initiated on liquid membrane operation in 

hollow fiber contactor with the TiAP as the ligand. In this contactor, the aqueous strip phase, 
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dispersed in the organic continuum, circulates on the shell side. Fiber material is so chosen 

that the organic phase wets fiber and hence fills the micro pores of the fibers. The metal-

carrier complex diffuses through the pores of the membrane carrying the metal from the 

lumen to the shell side where it is transferred to the strip phase.  

The efficiency of mass transfer of the metal to the strip phase depends on the interfacial 

area of the emulsion which inturn depends upon its stability. For efficient mass transfer, the 

drop size should be as small as possible. However, due to coalescence, drop size continuously 

increases as the emulsion moves through the contactor, thereby reducing the contacting 

efficiency. Low rates of coalescence are desirable to achieve high emulsion stability.   

Characterization of emulsion is a pre-requisite before its circulation in hollow fiber 

contactor. There are a very few tools which can analyze stability of emulsions with high 

opacity. ‘Turbiscan Online’ is an optical instrument to characterize the liquid emulsions [30]. 

It provides the details of back scattering and transmission through the emulsion. The intensity 

of the backscattered light depends on three parameters: diameter of the drop, their volume 

fraction and the relative refractive index between the dispersed phase and continuous phase. 

Therefore, any change due to a variation of the drop size is detected by the optical device.  

Although there are several studies reported in the literature on characterization of 

emulsion [13-18], since stability of emulsions is specific to systems, the conclusions drawn 

from these studies are not directly applicable to the present system. In the present work, 

characterization of emulsion of water in oil containing novel ligand TiAP has been done using 

Turbiscan Online to assess feasibility of this emulsion for ELM extraction of U(VI) in hollow 

fiber contactor. Effect of carrier concentration, nature of the strip phase, power input during 

emulsification and effect of surfactant on stability of the emulsion has been studied using 

Turbiscan Online. Based on these studies, an optimal formulation of the emulsion and method 

of emulsification has been arrived at. Further, the emulsion has been employed in liquid 
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membrane mode using hollow fiber contactor to assess the performance with the new ligand 

for extraction of U(VI) from the raffinate of a uranium refining plant. As far as we know, 

these types of studies have not been reported in the literature. These studies will help in the 

process development of solvent extraction system using TiAP for value recovery. 

 

Experimental 

Materials 

The organic phase was prepared by dissolving the required amount of TiAP (supplied by 

Heavy Water Board, Mumbai) in n-dodecane. Actual raffinate stream of a uranium refining 

plant having acidity 1.5 M, obtained from UED, BARC, was used as feed. Raffinate contains 

mainly U(VI) (around 200 ppm) along with some other ions in trace quantities. Aqueous 

solution of 0.1 M sodium bi carbonate (supplied by Merck Specialities Private Limited) was 

used as the stripping agent. Sorbitan monooleate (SPAN80) (supplied by S.D. Fine 

Chemicals Ltd.) was used as the surface active agent. 

Methods 

The Turbiscan analyzer (Turbiscan Online) makes use of Multiple Light Scattering by 

passing near infrared light (λ= 880 nm) through a cylinder filled with the emulsion sample. 

Two synchronous optical detectors subsequently measure the transmission and backscattering 

fluxes of the light from the sample. The Turbiscan analyzer enables to measure the photon 

transport mean free path of both the transmitted as well as backscattered photons. Photon 

transport mean free path is the mean penetration length of a photon in the emulsion. It is 

inversely proportional to the drop volume fraction, φ and proportional to the drop mean 

diameter, d [13]. Hence, the photon transport mean free path, measured by the Turbiscan, 

allows us to compute d for known φ. 
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Refractive indices of continuous and the dispersed phases are needed as input parameters. 

Refractive index of water and the sodium bicarbonate solution were taken as 1.333 and 1.343, 

respectively. Refractive index of TiAP, dodecane and the SPAN80 was taken as 1.4264, 

1.4195 and 1.506 respectively at ambient temperature. Lorentz-Lorenz equation [31] as 

following was used as the mixing rule for refractive index of organic solution, containing 

ligand, diluent and a surface active agent. 

 
22 22

31 2
1 2 32 2 2 2

1 2 3

11 11
2 2 2 2

nn nn
n n n n

                  (1) 

Where, φ is the volume fraction of a component in the solution and n is its refractive index. In 

addition to refractive indices, Turbiscan also needs the transmittance of the continuous phase 

as the input. This was measured by pouring the organic solution into the Turbiscan cell and 

reading the transmittance through the acquisition unit. 

Interfacial tension between the aqueous and the organic phases were measured using 

the Spinning Drop Tensiometer (make: KRUSS, model no.: SITE100) and OCA 20 of 

Dataphysics Instruments, GmBH, Germany. 

The emulsion was prepared using REMI RQ-1274 CROSS BLADE emulsifier for 1L 

capacity and 4000 rpm speed (agitation time 20 minutes) and IKA® T25 digital ULTRA-

TURRAX® for 100 ml and higher speeds of 4000-20000 rpm (agitation time 10 minutes). 

The impeller was kept in the organic phase and aqueous phase was slowly added to it in drop-

wise manner under agitation. For preparations of emulsions, various concentrations of TiAP 

dissolved in dodecane have been taken with two different aqueous phase's viz. sodium 

bicarbonate and distilled water. External cooling was provided so as to maintain constant 

temperature of the emulsion because of the excessive heat produced at higher RPM. The 

emulsion so formed was quickly poured into the bore of the Turbiscan and analyzed for 

average drop size of emulsion as a function of time. The amount of light scattered is detected 
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and send to the analyzer unit which converts analog signals to digital and then send to the 

computer for further processing. The software displays the values of the percent transmission, 

percent backscattering and photon mean free path with respect to time on a two dimensional 

plot. Using photon mean free path, volume fraction and the refractive indices, diameter of 

drops are calculated. The experiments were repeated to check the reproducibility of the 

results (standard deviation was ±3 %).  

Liquid-liquid extraction experiments were conducted to generate the data on partition 

coefficient of U(VI) in the organic phase containing different TiAP concentrations. The plant 

raffinate was taken as the feed and the organic phase was TiAP dissolved in dodecane. The 

equilibrium was achieved by stirring feed and organic phase in a DBK- Digital Wrist Action 

Shaker for 10 minutes keeping feed to organic ratio as 1:1. After the agitation was stopped, 

both phases were allowed to separate and U(VI) in the aqueous phase was analyzed. Its 

concentration in the organic phase was estimated through material balance. To determine the 

extent of transport of the nitric acid along with the U(VI), acidic raffinate samples were 

titrated against sodium hydroxide using phenolphthalein as indicator. 

The emulsion liquid membrane (ELM) experiments were performed in a hollow fiber 

(HF) contactor. The details of HF are presented in Table 2.1. For HFELM, feed was 

circulated in lumen side, while the emulsion was confined to the shell side [32]. In carrier 

facilitated transport through HFELM, the metal cation diffuses through aqueous feed film and 

reacts reversibly with the ligand at the feed-membrane interface resulting in the formation of 

metal carrier complex. The complex then diffuses through the membrane due to its own 

concentration gradient and consequently at the membrane strip interface, it releases the metal 

ion. The ligand thus left over diffuses back towards the feed-membrane interface and the 

cycle continues. The released cation diffuses through the aqueous strip film. Samples were 

collected periodically from both feed and strip sides and de-emulsified using EQUITRON® 
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Round Bath at 80 °C to recover the strip phase. Both the raffinate and the strip samples were 

analyzed for U(VI) through HORIBA Scientific ULTIMA 2 ICP Optical Emission 

Spectrometer. 

 

Table 2.1: Characteristics of hollow fiber contactor, Liqui-Cel® 2.5x8 

1. Diameter of shell, m 5x10-2 7. Porosity, ε % 40 

2. MOC of housing (shell) PC 8. Pore diameter, m 5x10-8 

3. Fiber MOC PP 9. No of fibers, N 1x104 

4. 
Fiber inner diameter, Di m 2.2x10-4 

10. Interfacial area for 

extraction, (πDiLεN) m
2
 

4.8x10-1 

5. Fiber thickness, m 3x10-5 11. Lumen Volume, m
3
 1.5x10-4 

6. 
Fiber length, L m 1.6x10-1 

12. Specific interfacial area (per 

unit lumen volume ) (m2 m−3) 
3.2x103 

 

Results and discussion 

a) Studies in emulsion stability 

Size of droplet in W/O emulsion plays an important role in ELM extraction. Small 

drop size leads to higher interfacial area and also improves emulsion stability. The latter 

property is important since emulsion should not break while passing through hollow fiber 

contactor. Smaller drop sizes can be achieved using a suitable surface-active agent (HLB 4-5 

to stabilize W/O emulsion). Lower drop sizes can also be achieved in the absence of 

surfactant using higher energy input during emulsification. To understand the effect of energy 

input, water was dispersed in dodecane containing 10% carrier v/v at different speed of 

agitation (4000, 8000, 12000, 16000 and 20000 rpm) in Ultra-Turrax emulsifier. The ratio of 
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the aqueous to the organic phase in the dispersion was kept constant at 2:3. These dispersions 

were prepared both in the presence and in the absence of the surfactant. The stable drop mean 

diameter observed by Turbiscan as a function of the agitator speed is shown in Figure 2.1. It 

was found that in the absence of the surfactant (0% v/v of SPAN80), the dispersion was not 

stable below the agitation speed of 12000 rpm. The drop size reduced marginally when the 

speed was varied from 12000 to 22000 rpm; i.e. after a certain drop diameter, the rate of 

coalescence of drops becomes equal to the rate of their breakage. Effect of surfactant also 

becomes negligible in this region.  

 

Figure 2.1: Variation of drop mean diameter of emulsion with agitation speed (RPM); 

organic: 10 % v/v TiAP dissolved in dodecane with or without SPAN80 v/v; aqueous 

phase: distilled water; W/O ratio in emulsion is 2:3 v/v 

 

Similar data has been collected for TBP and compared with TiAP in Figure 2.2.  The 

droplet size in the presence of TBP is found more than TiAP.  Interfacial tensions of TBP and 

TiAP are compared in Figure 2.3. At 10% v/v loading, both ligands have the same interfacial 

tension and yet, TiAP produces smaller water drops. This is due to the fact that the longer as 
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well as branched isoamyl chains of TiAP produce greater steric hindrance to coalescence than 

the linear butyl chains of TBP.  

 

Figure 2.2: Variation of drop mean diameter of emulsion with agitation speed (RPM); 

organic: 10 % v/v ligand dissolved in dodecane without SPAN80; aqueous phase: 

distilled water; W/O ratio in emulsion is 2:3 v/v 

 

 

Figure 2.3: Comparison of interfacial tension of TiAP and TBP with distilled water; 

organic: TiAP or TBP dissolved in dodecane 
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To study the effect of carrier and SPAN 80 together on the drop size, dispersions were 

prepared by addition of 2% v/v of SPAN80 during the emulsification.  Distilled water (DW) 

and 0.1 M NaHCO3 were used as the dispersed phases. Different concentrations of TiAP in 

the range from 0 to 10% v/v in dodecane were used. Figure 2.4 presents the dispersed phase 

drop diameters obtained in these experiments. It is seen that with increase in the 

concentration of TiAP, the drop diameter increases. This is because of possible displacement 

of Span 80 by TiAP due to its high concentration. Since TiAP is not a surfactant, its ability to 

prevent coalescence is poor compared to SPAN 80. Also, at 20% v/v TiAP (not shown in 

Figure 2.4), drop diameters were found to be of the order of 100 μm and at 30% v/v TiAP, 

dispersion was unstable. Similar observations are made with TBP and shown in the Figure 

2.4.  

 

Figure 2.4: Effect of concentration of ligand on drop mean diameter of emulsion for 

TiAP and TBP; organic: TiAP or TBP dissolved in dodecane with 2% v/v SPAN80; 

aqueous phase: distilled water (DW); W/O ratio in emulsion is 2:3 v/v; agitation rpm 

4000 

Affinity for the interface of TiAP in comparison to SPAN80 could be judged by 

comparing interfacial tensions of TiAP alone and the mixture of TiAP and SPAN80 in figure 
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lesser influence on the interfacial tension indicating that SPAN 80 molecules are 

progressively replaced by TiAP molecules as TiAP concentration in the solution increases. 

Since TiAP are not as effective as SPAN 80 to prevent drop coalescence, due to their shorter 

hydrocarbon chains, the drop size increases as TiAP concentration in the solution increases. 

A similar behavior is also observed with TBP. 

 

 

Figure 2.5: Variation of interfacial tension with distilled water; organic: TiAP dissolved 

in dodecane with 2% v/v SPAN80 

 

The emulsion stability can also be judged by measuring the increase in the mean drop 
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Figure 2.6: Increase of drop mean diameter of emulsion with time, d is diameter at a 

time and do is initial diameter; organic: TiAP dissolved in dodecane with 2% SPAN80 

v/v; aqueous phase: distilled water; W/O ratio in emulsion is 2:3 v/v; agitation rpm 4000 

 

It is seen that at low concentrations of the carrier, the drop size does not vary with time 

and dispersion remains stable for observation period of 1 hour. At high concentrations, the 

drop size increases with time and attains a larger equilibrium size after certain time. This 

happens at 10% TBP concentration and 20 % TiAP concentration. The time to attain the 

equilibrium drop size is also different in the two cases. Since, the residence time of dispersion 

in HFELM is much shorter, the stability period of 1 hour can be considered as acceptable.   

In all the experiments described above, SPAN 80 concentration was 2% v/v. To 

understand the effect of surface active agent in presence of ligand, dispersions were prepared 
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Resulting mean drop diameters of water in emulsion are shown in Figure 2.7 and 2.8.  
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the threshold increases with increase the concentration of the carrier.  This can be understood 

from the fact that the carrier and the surfactant compete with each other to occupy the 

interface. At low concentration of surfactant the interfacial concentration is dominated by the 

carrier leading to larger drop diameter. Beyond the threshold concentration, the interfacial 

concentration is dominated by the surfactant and hence drop size does not reduce beyond the 

threshold value. Higher, is the concentration of the carrier, greater is the concentration of the 

surfactant needed to displace it and hence the threshold value is higher. Both TBP and TiAP 

show similar trend.   

The competition between the surfactant and carrier can also be gauged through the 

interfacial tension of the system in the presence of the surfactant and the carrier. In Figure 2.9, 

interfacial tension of dodecane-water system is plotted against the concentration of SPAN80 

with the concentration of TiAP as the parameter. It is seen that in the absence of the carrier, 

the interfacial tension reaches a constant value beyond 2% concentration of SPAN80, where 

the interface is saturated with the surfactant. With increase in the concentration of TiAP, 

higher concentration of SPAN80 is needed to displace the carrier and attain interfacial 

saturation. This clearly indicates the presence of competition between the carrier and the 

surfactant to occupy the interface. 
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Figure 2.7: Effect of varying concentration of surface active agent on drop mean 

diameter of emulsion; organic: TiAP dissolved in dodecane with SPAN80; aqueous 

phase: distilled water; W/O ratio in emulsion is 2:3 v/v; RPM 4000 

 

 

Figure 2.8: Effect of varying concentration of surface active agent on drop mean 

diameter of emulsion; organic: TBP dissolved in dodecane with SPAN80; aqueous phase: 

distilled water; W/O ratio in emulsion is 2:3 v/v; RPM 4000 
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Figure 2.9: Effect of varying concentration of surface active agent on interfacial tension; 

organic: TiAP dissolved in dodecane with SPAN80; aqueous phase: distilled water 
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enhances the extraction at the feed-membrane interface by generation of higher concentration 

of free ligand. Both Na2CO3 and NaHCO3 as strippant have virtually the same performance, 

while being a milder alkali compared to Na2CO3, possibility of losing uranium by 

precipitation during stripping is less for NaHCO3 and so it is used here. It has also been 

observed that dodecane containing TiAP with sodium bicarbonate as the aqueous phase has 
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0.01; while for distilled water, it is of the order of 0.1 [33]. Both these reasons, lesser drop 

diameter (due to lower interfacial tension) and lower distribution coefficient of carbonate 

solutions are advantageous for stripping operations. 

 

Figure 2.10: Variation of interfacial tension with distilled water; organic: TiAP 

dissolved in dodecane with 2% v/v SPAN80 

 

Figure 2.11: Effect of aqueous phase on drop mean diameter of emulsion for TiAP and 

TBP; organic: 10 % TiAP or TBP dissolved in dodecane with 2% v/v SPAN80; W/O 

ratio in emulsion is 2:3 v/v; agitation rpm 4000 
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Here, efficacy of TiAP as a carrier for extraction of U(VI) from acidic plant raffinate 

has been evaluated in comparison to TBP. On the positive side, TiAP has a greater affinity 

for U(VI) compared to TBP with dodecane as solvent. On the negative side, TiAP has a 

higher propensity to extract nitric acid into dodecane, which reduces the driving force for 

extraction. These two factors appear to balance each other when the extraction is performed 

on a uranium plant raffinate containing 1.5 M nitric acid using hollow fiber extractor, where 

both TBP and TiAP perform almost identically. However, there are many lean uranium 

streams which have low acidity and we expect TiAP to perform better than TBP in those 

cases. In addition, considering the other advantages of TiAP over TBP viz. lower aqueous 

solubility and low rates of degradation on exposure to radiation, we can conclude that TiAP is 

a promising carrier in ELM process for recovery/enrichment of U(VI) from acidic raffinates 

of uranium refining plants. 

At carrier concentration of 10 % v/v, both the ligands TiAP and TBP have the same 

interfacial tension and yet, smaller water drops produced with TiAP. This is due to the fact 

that the branched iso amyl chains of TiAP produce greater steric hindrance to coalescence 

than the linear chains of TBP. It is seen that with increase in the concentration of ligand, the 

drop diameter increases. This is because of possible displacement of SPAN80 by ligand due 

to their high concentration. Since, ligand is not as effective as SPAN80 to prevent drop 

coalescence, due to its shorter hydrocarbon chains, the drop size increases as concentration of 

ligand in the solution increases.  

The drop diameter decreases with increase in concentration of SPAN80 until a 

threshold concentration is reached, beyond which increase in SPAN80 has no effect on drop 

diameter. The concentration of SPAN80 needed to reach the threshold increases with increase 

in the concentration of the carrier. Higher, is the concentration of the carrier, greater is the 
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concentration of the surfactant needed to displace it and hence the threshold value is higher. 

Both TBP and TiAP show similar trend. 

 

b) Studies on drop-interface coalescence 

Coalescence of drops, suspended in a liquid, plays a crucial role in mass transfer 

contactors. In a mass transfer contactor, efficient dispersification is required to enhance the 

transport efficiency. On the other side, adequate coalescence of drops is required to reduce 

emulsification and entrainment losses during phase separation. Emulsification results in poor 

disengagement of the two phases leading to an inefficient extraction, loss of control on phase 

ratio and significant entrainment losses. In the most conventional extraction systems, the 

interface contains interfacially active contaminants. These contaminants modify the 

interfacial properties, which resist the film drainage and hence retard coalescence. Effects of 

interfacial properties on coalescence have not been systematically studied for the relevant 

solvent extraction systems. In liquid membrane based mass transfer contactors, like hollow 

fiber modules, emulsifiers are often added to stabilize the dispersion during transport. Type 

and concentration of emulsifier play a crucial role in coalescence of the drops during phase 

separation in such systems. 

A simple technique for studying the rate of coalescence is to measure the 

“coalescence time”.  When a drop of liquid 1 approaches through an immiscible liquid 2 to 

the interface of phases 1 and 2, it takes rest at the interface before merging with its bulk phase. 

The time interval, during which the drop rests at the interface, is known as the coalescence 

time. In the present work, time of approach of a drop of an aqueous phase through an organic 

phase and its coalescence time with its bulk phase have been studied using high speed camera 

and illumination system. Emulsifiers play an important role in modulating the coalescence 
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Theoretical 

A) Deformation of a drop: The deformation of a drop under a compressive force is 

estimated by considering it to be contained in a fluid between two parallel planes, which are 

pushed together with a force F according to Charles and Mason [9]. For deformation, weight 

of the drop overcomes the interfacial tension force of the drop, as interfacial forces holding 

the drop together. At equilibrium, resultant of gravitational and buoyant force should be equal 

to interfacial tension force for a given distortion, 

3 24 2
3

b g c
b

                                                     (2) 

1/ 2
2 2

3
gc b                                                           (3) 

Where, b is the radius of undistorted spherical drop and c is the radius of flat disc formed on 

the top and bottom, after the drop is deformed. ∆ρ is the difference in the density of the drop 

and the surrounding medium. From above equations, force required to produce a given 

distortion increases with interfacial tension σ and drop curvature 1/b. Liquid film trapped 

between the interface is plano-convex in shape and is thinnest along the circumference of a 

circle of radius c according to Gillespie and Rideal [11]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.13: Schematic of deformation of drop 
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B) Thinning of the film: Following Assumptions are involved for the thinning of the 

film of continuous phase according to Reynolds [10]; a) Space between the drop and the two 

phase interface is so small that the motion of fluid is assumed to be free from eddies i.e. 

laminar flow. b) Forces arising from weight and inertia are altogether small compared with 

the stresses arising from viscosity. c) Flow is radial i.e. z-component of fluid velocity is zero. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.14: Schematic of thinning of the film 

 

The close approach of surfaces immersed in a viscous fluid in response to a constant 

force F has been considered.  Separation at any time t is given by z = h at r = 0. At a distance 

r from the origin, separation is ξ, which is function of r. Velocity of approaching surface at 

time t is V = -dh/dt. During approach, incompressible fluid of viscosity η is expelled radially 

from between the two surfaces at a velocity u (z,r). Radial velocity u(z,r) is given by Eq 4. It 

implies a parabolic profile without slip at the adjacent surfaces, i.e. u(z,r) = 0 at z =0 and ξ. 

u(z,r) will be greatest half-way between the surfaces. Fluid will be pulled towards the middle 

by the viscosity. The volumetric flow rate across a cylindrical surface at r is represented by 

Eq. 5, 

                                    u(z,r) = z (ξ-z) ψ(r)                                                                   (4)            

  

                                                                                                                                                   (5) 
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By equation 4 and 5, 

                                                                                                                                                   (6) 

 

                                                                                                                                                   (7) 

 

                                                                                                                                                   (8) 

 

                                                                                                                                                   (9) 

 

Further, by equating the change in volumetric flow rate to the volume of liquid displaced by 

the approaching surface in unit time, 

                                                 dQ = 2πr dr V                                                                         (10)  

By equation 9 and 10, 

                                                                                                                                                 (11) 

 

On integration of equation 11, 

                                                   ψ(r) =3rV/ξ3                                                                            (12)                

Now, equating mechanical work to the energy dissipated due to viscosity, 

                                          FV = ∫τ (∂u/∂z) 2πr dr dz                                                               (13) 

 

                                                                                                                                                 (14) 

 

Substituting for ∂u/∂z and integrating with respect to z yields the relation 

                                   (15) 
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When approaching surface is flat disc of radius c, i.e. ξ = constant = h 

Time required for the thinning of the film from thickness h1 to h2 is, 

 

                                                                                                                                                 (16) 

 

Assumptions involved in obtaining Eq 16 are as following, a) Liquid drop of radius b 

approaches a flat interface under its own weight. b) Drop undergoes a small deformation. 

Film does not drain regularly and it may rupture before drainage is complete, resulting in a 

distribution of coalescence times.  

 

Observations 

 Approach velocity of drop, ut, towards the two phase interface has been found to be in 

between Stokes and Newton’s law regime through K values (K = DP{gρ (ρP-ρ)/μ2}1/3). 

Density and viscosity have been estimated through densitymeter and viscometer for varying 

composition of solutions (Table 2.2). Emulsification carried out in laboratory at a speed of 

3000 RPM, leads to drop diameter of dispersed phase of the order of 1 mm. Accordingly, 

spherical drop of 1 microlitre volume has been taken for DP as 0.124e-02 m. ut has been 

calculated through equation 17 using a value of CD found by trial (CD → ut (via equation 17) 

→ ReP,cal (=DPutρ/μ)), shown in Table 2.3. At chosen CD (by trial), ReP,theoretical has been 

found through standard plot of CD versus NRe,P (appendix A). If ReP,cal comes equal to 

ReP,theoretical, corresponding value of ut is taken, otherwise a new CD is tried. 

 

                                                     ut  = {(4 DPg (ρP-ρ))/3 CD ρ}1/2.                                          (17) 

Through ut, time of approach of drop to interface has been estimated by taking distance of 

travel for the drop as 3.75e-02 m and shown in Table 2.3. Data of time of fall of drop of 

5

1,2 2 2 2
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distill water through organic phase towards the two phase interface has been presented in 

Figure 2.15. With increase in the concentration of TBP, time of fall of drop towards the phase 

interface increases. This is because of increased density and the viscosity of the organic 

surrounding the drop. In presence of emulsifier (SPAN 80 2 % v/v), time of fall has larger 

values as shown in Figure 2.15. This is because of further rise in the density and viscosity of 

the continuous phase with the presence of emulsifier.  

 
Table 2.2: Physical properties  
 

TBP in dodecane v/v Density g/cm3, ρ Viscosity cP, μ 

0% 781 1.38 

5% 790.585 1.38 

10% 800.17 1.45 

20% 819.34 1.58 

30% 838.51 1.65 

 
 

Table 2.3: Theoretical values of approach velocity of drop towards the Interface 

TBP in dodecane v/v CD ut m/s ReP,cal ReP,theoretical Time msec  

0% 1.85 0.04955 34.775 34.8 756.81 

5% 1.85 0.04817 34.217 34.8 778.49 

10% 2 0.04497 30.772 30 833.89 

20% 2.32 0.03924 25.231 25.4 955.66 

30% 2.5 0.03533 22.26 22.5 1061.42 
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Figure 2.15: Time of approach of drop to interface: experimental data 

 

Time for coalescence of drop [12] of distilled water to its bulk phase has been observed and 

presented in Figure 2.16 for TBP in absence of SPAN 80. With gradual increase in 

concentration of TBP, coalescence time increases. Although not shown here, similar trend 

has also been observed in case of TiAP. This is because of the increase in viscosity of organic 

and interfacial tension with the increase in carrier concentration.  

 

 

Figure 2.16*: Cumulative probability distribution of drop rest times at the oil water 

interface for varying concentration of carrier agent, TBP  
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*data for coalescence time tc has been collected 100 times at the same condition. This data for tc has been divided in regular 

intervals like 0 - 0.5 sec, 0.5 – 1 sec, 1- 1.5 sec etc. How many numbers of tc is coming under that particular interval is the 

frequency corresponding to that interval. Although not shown here, interval of coalescence time in sec (x-axis) versus its 

corresponding frequency (y-axis) is plotted, which comes in the form of Gaussian function. Finally, mean coalescence time 

for all intervals has been calculated and plotted with its cumulative frequency. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

STUDIES OF MASS TRANSFER IN LIQUID-LIQUID 

SYSTEMS: EFFECT OF MATERIAL OF CONSTRUCTION 

OF MEMBRANE 

 

Introduction 

Recovery of valuable metals such as uranium from lean acidic raffinate is a major task 

in nuclear industry in view of limited resources and strict environmental regulations [1]. The 

existing methods used for this purpose viz. solvent extraction and ion exchange have their 

own limitations. The solvent extraction process needs separate extraction and stripping step, 

multistage contactor for recovery from lean streams, large density difference between the 

phases (for efficient phase separation) and large solvent inventories. Moreover, there are 

emulsification losses. In ion exchange process, there are problems such as resin fouling, 

throughput limitations and poor selectivity, which limit its applicability. In addition, the 

driving force for mass transfer in these processes is low due to equilibrium limitations [2].On 

the other hand, liquid membrane process facilitates simultaneous extraction and stripping and 

has no moving parts. The process has low energy consumption and less entrainment losses [3, 

4]. Since the organic phase is stripped as soon as it is loaded, the driving force for extraction 

is substantially increased and equilibrium limitation is overcome. The organic phase is, 

therefore, able to extract solutes from very lean solutions.  

Among the major liquid membrane configurations [6, 34-36], the supported liquid 

membrane (SLM) comprises a micro-porous polymeric membrane in which the organic 
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liquid is immobilized in its pores. The aqueous feed and the strip phases are confined to the 

two sides of a membrane pore. The organic phase immobilized in the pores, acts as a 

selective barrier for solute transport. Since the organic phase is confined to the pores of 

polymeric membrane, its total volume is limited by the pore volume of the membrane, which 

is very small. Moreover, any pressure imbalance on the two sides of the polymeric membrane 

can cause washout of the organic phase from the pores and irreversible breakthrough of one 

phase into the other phase [37-39]. In another configuration called dispersion liquid 

membrane (DLM), a dispersion of strip phase in a continuous organic phase is confined to 

one side, and the aqueous feed phase to the other side of a membrane pore. The organic phase 

fills the pores of the microporous polymeric membrane and acts as a liquid membrane. In 

DLM, continuous replenishment of the pores by the membrane liquid allows elimination of 

the problem of stability faced by SLM due to loss of the liquid membrane from the pores [22]. 

Due to short residence times of the dispersion in the contactor, DLM does not require the use 

of surfactant to stabilize the dispersion. This eases the product recovery process. The 

dispersion of strip phase in the organic phase is created externally in a mixer device. 

Both SLM and DLM configurations can be operated in the hollow fiber modules. These 

are shell and tube type contactors having micro porous polymeric lumens packed in a 

cylindrical shell. One of the aqueous solutions passes through the lumen and the other passes 

through the shell side. Hollow fiber (HF) contactor provides the advantages such as non-

dispersive contact, high mass transfer area per unit contactor volume and modular design for 

easy scale up [5, 40]. Hollow fiber dispersion liquid membrane (HFDLM) process employs 

DLM in HF contactor. Here, a dispersion of the strippant in the organic extractant is passed 

through the shell side of the hollow fiber contactor, while the feed solution is passed through 

the lumen side [7-8]. 
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The interface between the organic phase and feed phase lies within the pore of the 

membrane. Location of this interface is important in deciding the rate of extraction. Since the 

diffusion coefficient of the metal cation in the aqueous feed phase is much higher than that of 

the metal-carrier complex in the organic phase, a higher rate of extraction can be achieved by 

maintaining the interface as near the shell end of the pore as possible so that diffusion path 

length in the organic phase is kept as low as possible. The wettability of the organic phase to 

the membrane material is very important. Low wettability results in shorter transport path in 

the organic phase and better rates of extraction. On the other hand, low wettability causes 

reduction of the breakthrough pressures and therefore requires more stringent control of the 

differential pressure across the membrane. Adequate wettability of polymeric membrane is 

essential for its ability to perform carrier-facilitated transport of metal species. Between the 

two polymeric membrane materials used in these studies, polysulfone (PS) is less 

hydrophobic than polypropylene (PP) [41-43], and would provide shorter path length in the 

organic phase. PS is a better material for working in nuclear environment due to its toughness, 

stability to nuclear radiation and resistance to oxidation.  

In the present work, applicability of hollow fiber contactors, with micro-porous PS and 

PP fibers has been studied using HFDLM technique for recovery of uranium from lean acidic 

nuclear waste streams. Water-in-oil dispersion of 1 M NaHCO3 in dodecane containing 30 % 

v/v Tri-n-butyl phosphate (TBP) is used as extractant. It is demonstrated here that hollow 

fiber contactor is a promising device for application in recovery of values like uranium from 

dilute streams using DLM configuration. This separation process can be applied for treatment 

of lean acidic streams such as raffinate from uranium refining plant. A mathematical model 

has been developed for determining the rate of transport through the membrane and the extent 

of extraction through the contactor. Model also estimates the fraction of the pore length 

wetted by the organic membrane phase. The model is validated for extraction of uranium 
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from nitrate medium in once-through mode using dispersion liquid membrane employed in 

PS and PP contactors. The model has also been utilized for prediction of the performance of 

hollow fiber contactor on scale up for both polysulfone and polypropylene lumens. 

 

Methodology 

The organic phase was prepared by dissolving the 30 % v/v Tri-n-butyl phosphate 

(TBP) in n-dodecane. TBP and n-dodecane were supplied by Heavy Water Board, Mumbai. 

Pure uranyl nitrate solution (50 g/L of U+6) is obtained internally from BARC. From this 

solution, feed of 0.5 g/L U+6was prepared by dissolving it in 1 N HNO3 (from Thomas Baker 

Chemicals Pvt. Ltd.). Raffinate stream of a uranium refining plant having acidity 1 N was 

also used as the feed. Raffinate contains mainly U+6 (around 200 ppm) along with some other 

ions in trace quantities. Aqueous solution of 1 M sodium bicarbonate (from Merck Specialties 

Pvt. Ltd.) was used as the strippant. The dispersion was prepared by adding an equal volume 

of strippant to the organic phase in dropwise manner, while agitating the organic phase at 

3000 RPM [44]. REMI RQ-127 4 CROSS BLADE emulsifier was used as the agitator and 

mixing was performed in 20 minutes.  

Five different hollow fiber contactors were used. Two contactors with PS lumens, PS1 

and PS2, were supplied by Desalination Division, BARC. The other three contactors, 

consisting of polypropylene lumens, PP1, PP2 and PP3 (make: Liqui-Cel® 2.5x8”) were 

purchased from Membrana, Germany. Dimensional details for the contactors are presented in 

Table 3.1. 
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Table 3.1: Dimensional details for the contactors 

Module PS1 PS2 PP1 PP2 PP3 

Diameter of the shell (cm) 5.0 5.5 5.0 8.5 8.8 

Effective length, l (cm) 40 42 16 25 62 

Fiber MOC PS PS PP PP PP 

Fiber OD, 2r2 (cm) 0.15 0.15 0.03 0.03 0.03 

Fiber ID, 2r1 (cm) 0.125 0.10 0.024 0.024 0.024 

Fiber log mean diameter, 2rlm (cm) 0.14 0.12 0.027 0.027 0.027 

Fiber wall thickness, L ( 12 rr )(cm) 0.0125 0.025 0.003 0.003 0.003 

Pore diameter (nm) 9 9 50 50 50 

Porosity, ε % 70 70 40 40 40 

Number of fibers, nf 250 520 10,000 30,000 31800 

Mass transfer area ( flm nlr2 ) (m2) 0.302 0.592 0.543 2.54 6.69 

Contactor volume (m3) x 104 7.85 9.98 3.14 14.2 37.7 

Mass transfer area/contactor volume 

(m2/m3) 
385 593 1729 1789 1774.5 

 

The HFDLM system is shown in figure 3.1. It consists of a hollow fiber module, a feed 

and dispersion reservoirs, a feed and dispersion pumps and an agitator for dispersing the 

strippant into the organic phase. The feed was passed through the lumen side and the water-

in-oil dispersion (1 M NaHCO3 dispersed in dodecane containing 30 % v/v Tri-n-butyl 

phosphate) was circulated through the shell. The organic phase partially fills the micropores 

of the hollow fibers through capillary action. Positive pressure differential was maintained 

between the lumen-side of hollow fibers and the shell in order to prevent seepage of the 

organic phase into the lumen. At the end of the experiment, the agitator was turned off and 

the dispersion was allowed to separate into two phases viz. the lean organic solution and the 

loaded strip solution. Phase separation was rapid. Uranium content in the aqueous solutions 
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was determined using ICP-OES. All the data are generated at least in duplicate and the 

standard deviation of the accepted data was within ±5%.  

 

 

Figure 3.1: Schematic of HFDLM process in re-circulating mode 

 

The photograph of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 3.2. 

  

(a) Experimental set up with polysulfone 

contactor 

(b) Experimental set up with 

polypropylene contactor 

 

Figure 3.2: Experimental set up of HFDLM process; (a) PS1 contactor,(b) PP1contactor 
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A mathematical model of the transport process was developed for estimating the rate of 

transport through the membrane and the extent of extraction through the contactor. The 

model would be useful in optimization and scale-up of the process using a limited number of 

experiments.  

 

Model development 

In carrier-facilitated transport through liquid membrane in hollow fiber contactor, the 

metal ion, is first transported from the feed phase to the interface of feed-organic phase 

(liquid membrane phase) located in the pores of the fiber. At the interface, reacts with 

the carrier species, TBP, and nitrate ions, to form the metal-carrier complex, . 2 . The reaction is represented by the following equation. 

                    
2+ -
2 3 2 3 2

KeqUO aq + 2 NO aq + 2TBP org UO NO .2TBP org                         (1) 

The reaction is fast enough to allow us to assume that it attains equilibrium at the interface. 

The equilibrium constant for this reaction can be related to the concentrations of the reacting 

species at the interface by the following equation. 

                                        

2 3 2 org
eq 2 22 -

2 3 orgaq aq

UO NO .2TBP
K   

UO NO TBP
                                        (2) 

The metal-carrier complex diffuses through the organic phase, till it reaches the organic-strip 

interface, where it releases the metal ion [34]. The regenerated TBP diffuses back towards 

feed-organic phase interface and the cycle repeats itself.  

Following assumptions are involved in the development of the model, 

1. The reaction is fast enough to attain equilibrium at the interface. 

2. Steady state condition 
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3. Metal-carrier complex breaks instantaneously at the interface between the organic and 

the strip phase and resulting metal ions cannot be recaptured by the carrier species. 

4. Stripping phase interfacial area as>> alm. 

 

Differential mass balance for a along a single fiber lumen, at steady state condition, 

gives 

                                                   
2 f

1  lm
dC-v π r = 2π r ε J
dz

                                                           (3) 

Here,  is the linear velocity of the feed solution through the lumen,  s the concentration of 

the metal ions in the feed and  is the distance measured along the fiber.  is the flux of ions 

across the fiber,  is the fraction of the fiber surface which is occupied by pores, and  is 

the log-mean radius of hollow fiber, and is related to the inner radius  and the outer radius 

 of the fiber as,   

The rate of transport of the metal ions across unit length of the fiber bundle is 2 , 

where  is number of fibers in the bundle. At steady state, these metal ions are captured by 

the strip phase. Hence, we can write 

                                                   
s

s f lm
dC V = n 2π r ε J 
dz

                                                            (4) 

Here,  is the volumetric flow rate of the strip phase and is the concentration of metal ions 

in the strip phase. 

In order to obtain the flux , we consider various transport processes occurring across the wall 

of a fiber.  Schematic diagram of a fiber wall is presented in Figure 3.3. It shows a single pore. 

The interface between the feed and the organic phase lies within this pore. The total length  

of the pore therefore partially filled by the feed solution on one side (length ) and the 

organic phase on the other side (length ).  



Figure 3.3: Schematic repre
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organic and the strip phase and that the resulting metal ions cannot be recaptured by the 

carrier species. This allows us to assume that 0. 

 

At steady state, all fluxes should match. This fact is depicted by the following equations 

                                 

s
f f if o io o s o so

lm

aJ = k C C  = k C C = k C C
a

                           (5) 

Once uranyl ion enters the strip phase, it is immobilized there. Hence, it’s back driving force 

must be zero and thus  can be taken as zero in Eq 5, 

                                       

s
f f if o io o s o

lm

aJ = k C C  = k C C = k C
a

                                 (6) 

Where, 

                                                                  
f

f
f f

k
d +L
D                                                              (7) 

 

                                                                  
o

o
o o

k
d +L
D                                                              (8) 

  
o

s
s

k
d
D

                                                                 
(9) 

The relation between the concentrations  and  is obtained using Equation 2 as,  

                                                      

2 2-io
eq 3 orgaq

if

C  K NO TBP
C                                           

(10) 

The terms on the right-hand side remain constant along the length of the fiber and hence the 

ratio ⁄  is denoted by  and is called the distribution coefficient. 

Combining equations 6 and 10, we get 

                                                          

f f

f lm

f o s s

D CJ = D a1+ +
k k k a

                                                      (11) 

Noting that the last term in the denominator of Eq. 11 is very small compared to the rest of 
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the terms since lms aa , we can simplify Eq. 11 to  

                                                              

f f

f

f o

D CJ = D 1+
k k

                                                             (12)

 

For the lumen side, from Eq. 3 and 12, 

                                                      

f lm f f

2 f
1

f o

dC -2 r ε D C = 
dz D 1vr +

k k

                                                     (13) 

Similarly combining Eq. 4 and 12, we get 

                                                   

s lm f f f

f

f o

dC 2π r ε n D C = 
dz D 1+

k ksV
                                                         (14) 

Equation 13 can be integrated using the initial condition  at z = 0 to yield the 

following expression, 

                                                    

f lm f

2f0 f
1

f o

C -2 r ε D zln  = 
C D 1vr +

k k

                                                 (15) 

Combining equation 13 and 14, we get 

                                                         

2s f
f 1

s

dC dCv = -π n r
dz V dz                                                     (16)                       

Equation 16 on integration gives, 

                                                      

2
s f 1 f0 f

s

vC  = π n r C C
V

                                                  (17) 

Where, Cf0 is the initial uranium concentration of feed. It is assumed that strip phase is free 

from metal ion at the inlet. Distribution coefficients, Df and Ds have been generated through 

independent liquid-liquid extraction experiments. Using Equation 15, fraction of the pore 

length wetted by the organic membrane phase has been estimated for lumens made of 

polysulfone and polypropylene. 
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Developed mathematical model can be used for prediction of extraction rate of other 

ions and other types of polymeric membrane. The data needed for the design are, the carrier 

mediated distribution coefficient of the ion in the organic phase, diffusion coefficient of the 

ion in the aqueous phase and diffusion coefficient of the ion-carrier complex in the organic 

phase. Along with pore diameter, pore length and pore area, fraction of the pore length wetted 

by the organic phase is also needed. This length will be determined by wettability of the 

polymeric membrane for organic liquid membrane phase.  

 

Results 

Hollow fiber dispersion liquid membrane process has been employed for transport of 

uranium using feed phase as pure uranyl nitrate solution containing 0.5 g/L U+6 in 1 N HNO3, 

organic phase as 30% v/v TBP in dodecane and strip phase as 1 M NaHCO3. Flow rate of 

feed phase through fiber lumen and flow rate of dispersion through shell has been maintained 

at 200 ml/min. Equal volumes of the organic and the strip phases are used for preparing the 

dispersion. Mass transfer coefficients for aqueous and organic phases are estimated below 

through available correlations in literature. 

 

Estimation of mass transfer coefficient of feed phase 

The Wilke-Chang correlation can be used for estimation of diffusivity of uranyl ion in 

the aqueous phase as following [28] for solute molar volume less than 0.5 m3/kmol, 

1/2
-16 B

f 0.6
B A

( M ) T=1.173x10
μ V

D                                                       (18) 

Where, MB is the molecular weight of solvent B, μB is the viscosity of solvent in Pa.s, VA is 

the solute molar volume in m3/kmol and φ is an association parameter of the solvent. 

Substituting, MB = 63 kg/kmol, φ = 1 for nitric acid medium, T = 298 K, μB = 1 x 10-3Pa.s 
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and VA = 9.35 x 10-2 m3/kmol [45] in Equation 18, Df is estimated as 1.15 x 10-9 m2/s. The 

mass transfer coefficient inside the fibers is described by the Leveque equation (for Graetz 

number greater than four) considering fast chemical reaction under laminar flow as following 

[5],  

                                                  
2 1/3

1 fSh = 1.62 (4r v/ ( ))lD                                                       (19) 

Where, Sh is the Sherwood number (= 2kf1r1/Df), kf1 is mass transfer coefficient of aqueous 

feed film, r1 is the internal radius of fiber, v is the linear flow velocity of the feed solution 

through fiber lumen, l is the length of fiber and Df is the diffusion coefficient of uranyl ion in 

the aqueous phase. Substituting Df(=1.15 x 10-9 m2/s) along with fiber characteristic 

properties (r1 and l) and feed flow velocity (v) in Leveque equation, kf1 has been estimated for 

PS and PP contactors and listed in Table 3.2.  

 

Estimation of mass transfer coefficient of organic membrane phase 

The diffusion coefficient of uranyl complex, Doeff, in dodecane containing TBP has 

been calculated using Stokes-Einstein equation for porous medium as following [28] for 

solute molar volume greater than 0.5 m3/kmol, 

                               

-16

oeff o 1/3
A

9.96 x10  T= (ε/τ) = (ε/τ)
μV

D D                                           (20) 

Where, Do is the diffusion coefficient of UO2(NO3)2.2TBP in the bulk organic phase 

and μ is the viscosity of organic liquid membrane in Pa.s. Substituting VA = 0.64 m3/kmol 

[45], μ for Dodecane containing 30 % v/v TBP = 1.75 x 10-3 Pa.s and T = 298 K in Equation 

20, Do is estimated as 1.968 x 10-10 m2/s. Calculated values of Df and Do are in accordance 

with that found in the literature [46]. 
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Viscosity of organic liquid membrane for varying composition is measured using 

Ostwald viscometer and presented in Figure 3.4. Viscosity is used for estimation of mass 

transfer coefficient. 

 

 

Figure 3.4: Viscosity of organic phase for varying concentration of TBP dissolved in 

dodecane 

 

Estimation of mass transfer coefficient of diffusion film at the organic membrane interface 

shell side 

Average shell side velocity, vs is estimated using superficial velocity divided by free 

flow area (1- φ). Shell side equivalent diameter, de is estimated through 4 x flow area/total 

fiber circumference. Using de and vs along with density and viscosity of shell side liquid, 

reynolds number has been calculated and shown in Table 3.2. At low reynolds number, mass 

transfer coefficients around a stationary cylinder can be obtained through following 

correlation [23, 47],  

                                                    
0.67 -0.672St Sc =3.42 Re                                                (21) 

Where, St = ko1/vs 
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Mass transfer coefficient of diffusion film at the organic membrane interface, ko1 is thus 

estimated for PS and PP contactors and presented in Table 3.2. All parameters along with the 

estimated are summarized in Table 3.2. 
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Transport of Uranium in once through mode operation of hollow fiber contactor 

Polysulfone contactors (PS1 and PS2) have been employed for recovery of uranium 

from nitrate medium through HFDLM process using 30% v/v TBP in dodecane. Using PS1 

and PS2 contactor, percent extraction of 28 % and 40 % has been achieved, respectively, in 

single pass of the feed solution. Prediction has been made by developed model using 

parameters from Table 3.2 and shown in figure 3.5 along with the data. Prediction agrees 

with the data.  

 

 

Figure 3.5: Extraction of uranium from nitrate medium using polysulfone (PS) 

contactors in once-through mode; organic: 30 % v/v TBP dissolved in dodecane, 

aqueous strip: 1 M NaHCO3, W/O ratio in dispersion is 1:1 v/v; agitation rpm 3000 

 

Similar studies have been conducted using microporous contactors with polypropylene 

lumen (PP1, PP2 and PP3) and percent extraction of 55 %, 75 % and 95 % has been observed, 

respectively. Model prediction, using parameters from Table 3.2, is shown in figure 3.6 along 

with the data. Prediction ties in well with the data.  
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Figure 3.6: Extraction of uranium from nitrate medium using polypropylene (PP) 

contactors in once-through mode; organic: 30 % v/v TBP dissolved in dodecane, 

aqueous strip: 1 M NaHCO3, W/O ratio in dispersion is 1:1 v/v; agitation rpm 3000 

 

At , Equation 15 can be written as,  

                                  

f lm f

2f0 f
1

f o

C -2 r ε D lln  = 
C D 1vr +

k k

                                              (22) 

Equation 22 can be rearranged as, 

                               

f lm f
2

f o 1 f f0

D -2 r ε D l1 + = 
k k vr  ln C /C                                                      

(23)
 

The extraction of uranium is defined as, 

                                        

f

f0

C E = 1-
C                                                                    

(24)
                             

Combining Equation 23 and 24, 

                                         

f lm f
2

f o 1

D -2 r ε D l1 + = 
k k vr  ln 1-E                                                      

(25)
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Substituting Lf  = L(1-α) & Lo = Lα, Equation 7 and 8 can be rewritten as, 

                                           
f

f f

d +L(1- )1
k D         

                                                        (26)
 

                                                 
o

o oeff o

d1 L
k D D                                                                  

(27)
 

Substituting kf and ko from Equation 26 and 27 in Equation 25, 

                      

f f o lm f
2

f oeff o 1

D d +L(1- ) d -2 r ε D lL+
vr  ln 1-E  D D D                                               

(28) 

Substituting kf1= Df/df and ko1= Do/do, Equation 28 can be rewritten as,

 
                    

lm f
f 2

f1 f oeff o1 1

L 1-α -2 r ε D l1 Lα 1D + + = 
k k vr  ln 1-E  D D                                             

(29)
 

Simplifying Equation 29,  

                  

lm
2

1 f oeff f f1 f f o1

-2 r ε l 1 1 1 L 1= L +  
vr  ln 1-E  D k D kD D D                                 

(30)
 

 

Since the diffusion coefficient of the metal-carrier complex in the organic phase is 

much lower than that of the metal ion in the aqueous feed phase (as per Table 3.2), mass 

transfer resistance inside membrane is controlling. Hence, estimation of fraction of the pore 

length wetted by the organic phase is necessary for estimation of the rate of extraction. 

Equation 30 has been used for estimation of the fraction of the pore length wetted by the 

organic phase for known extraction in PS and PP contactors. It is found that 40 % of the pore 

length is wetted by the organic phase in PS2 contactor. Similarly, for PP1, consisting 

hydrophobic polypropylene lumen, α is estimated to be 1.1. This implies that in the case of 

PP membrane, the entire length of the pore is wetted by the organic phase. Value of α greater 

than one, implies that part of the liquid protrudes out from the pore in the form of convex 

meniscus. A small extent of leakage of the organic phase in the feed is also expected.  It was 
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indeed observed in PP membrane, whereas no perceptible leakage was detected with PS 

membrane. In spite of this drawback, PP1 module is found to exhibit greater extent of 

extraction than PS1 and PS2. This is because, the fiber wall thickness (L) of PP lumen is one 

order of magnitude less than that of the PS lumen as mentioned in Table 3.1. Hence, the 

reduction in the rate of diffusion of uranium ions due to higher value of α in PP lumen is 

overcompensated by its shorter pore length, L.  

It has also been understood through Equation 30 that gradient of  depends upon 

diffusion coefficient of solute in organic liquid membrane phase sitting inside the pores, Doeff 

(=Do(ε/τ)). This diffusion coefficient will vary among different polymeric membranes 

because it depends on the characteristic properties of porous polymeric support such as its 

porosity, ε and tortuosity, τ. Thus, for polymeric membranes with higher ε/τ (i.e. higher Doeff), 

result in low gradient of .Hence, for those membranes, extraction of solute (E) will be less 

dependent on the fraction of the pore length wetted by the organic membrane phase, Lo (=Lα).  

 

Utilization of the model for scale up of the process 

The model has been utilized to predict the performance of PS and PP hollow fiber 

contactors, respectively, on their scale up [48]. Parameters conserved during scale up are feed 

flow velocity, mass transfer coefficients of aqueous and organic phases and fiber 

characteristic properties. Parameters scaled up are mass transfer area and throughput. Figure 

3.7 presents the schematic of the separation process showing a hollow fiber lumen of length . 

Prediction of extraction made using PS1 and PP1 with parameters conserved as above has 

been shown in Table 3.3. PS1 predicts the performance of PS2 for increased lumen length of 

42 cm. Prediction made using PS1 ties in well with the data generated using PS2 and shown 

in Table 3.3 (a). Similarly, PP1 predicts the performance of PP2 and PP3 for increased lumen 

length of 25 cm and 62 cm. Predictions made using PP1 have found in agreement with the 
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data generated using PP2 and PP3 and shown in Table 3.3 (b). Hence, the present model can 

be easily utilized for scale up of HFDLM process with limited experimental trials [49]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.7: Schematic of the separation process showing a hollow fiber lumen of length, l  

 

Table 3.3: Effect of increase in lumen length on uranium extraction, (a) PS contactor (b) 

PP contactor 

(a) 

Length of the fiber, l (cm) Extraction % (Prediction) Extraction % (Data) 

40 

42 

31.25 

41.28 

28 (generated using PS1) * 

39.9 (generated using PS2) * 

45 43.47  

50 46.94  

55 50.20  

60 53.26  

* Effective length of lumen, l in PS1 and PS2 contactors are 40 and 42 cm, respectively. 

 

(b) 

Length of the fiber (cm) Extraction % (Prediction) Extraction % (Data) 

16 54.21 55.21 (generated using PP1) # 

20 62.33  

25 70.49 73.64 (generated using PP2) # 

30 76.88  

Shell   

l 

Feed inlet 

Strip outlet 

Feed outlet 

Strip inlet 

UO2
2+ 

Lumen 
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40 85.81  

50 91.29  

62 98.56 98.30 (generated using PP3) # 
# Effective length of lumen, l in PP1, PP2 and PP3 contactors are 16, 25 and 62 cm, 

respectively. 

 

Our study has presented a mathematical model for estimation of the wetted length of 

the fiber pore. Developed model is not system specific and can be used for prediction of 

extraction rate of other ions and other types of polymeric membranes. It is found that 40 % of 

the pore length is wetted by the organic phase in polysulfone contactor. Similarly, for 

polypropylene contactor, consisting hydrophobic polypropylene lumen, α is estimated to be 

1.1. This implies that in the case of polypropylene membrane, the entire length of the pore is 

wetted by the organic phase. Polypropylene module is found to exhibit greater extent of 

extraction than polysulfone. This is because, the fiber wall thickness of PP lumen is one order 

of magnitude less than that of the PS lumen. Hence, the reduction in the rate of diffusion of 

uranium ions due to higher value of α in PP lumen is overcompensated by its shorter pore 

length. It has also been understood that for polymeric membranes with higher ε/τ, extraction 

of solute will be less dependent on the fraction of the pore length wetted by the organic 

membrane phase. The model has been utilized to predict the performance of PS and PP 

hollow fiber contactor, respectively, on their scale up. Prediction is found in agreement with 

the data. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

STUDIES OF MASS TRANSFER IN LIQUID-LIQUID 

SYSTEMS: EFFECT OF EXTRACTANT 

 

Introduction 

Effect of type of extractant viz. tri-n-butyl phosphate and its homologue tri-iso-amyl 

phosphate has been studied on rate of transport of uranium through hollow fiber dispersion 

liquid membrane. TiAP is a higher homologue of TBP, which inherits its qualities of 

selective extraction of U(VI) and remove the limitations of chemical degradation and 

entrainment in aqueous phase. Liquid-liquid extraction experiments were conducted to 

generate the data on partition coefficient of U(VI) in the organic phase containing different 

TBP and TiAP concentrations.  

 

Methodology 

The plant raffinate was taken as the feed and the organic phase was ligand dissolved 

in dodecane. The equilibrium was achieved by stirring feed and organic phase in a DBK- 

Digital Wrist Action Shaker for 10 minutes keeping feed to organic ratio as 1:1. After the 

agitation was stopped, both phases were allowed to separate and U(VI) in the aqueous phase 

was analyzed. Its concentration in the organic phase was estimated through material balance. 

To determine the extent of transport of the nitric acid along with the U(VI), acidic raffinate 

samples were titrated against sodium hydroxide using phenolphthalein as indicator. 
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The dispersion liquid membrane experiments were performed in a hollow fiber (HF) 

contactor. The details of hollow fiber contactor are presented in Table 4.1. For hollow fiber 

dispersion liquid membrane (HFDLM), feed was circulated in lumen side, while the 

dispersion was confined to the shell side. In carrier facilitated transport through HFDLM, the 

metal cation diffuses through aqueous feed film and reacts reversibly with the ligand at the 

feed-membrane interface resulting in the formation of metal carrier complex. The complex 

then diffuses through the membrane due to its own concentration gradient and consequently 

at the membrane strip interface, it releases the metal ion. The ligand thus left over diffuses 

back towards the feed-membrane interface and the cycle continues. The released cation 

diffuses through the aqueous strip film. Both the raffinate and the strip samples were 

analyzed for U(VI) through HORIBA Scientific ULTIMA 2 ICP Optical Emission 

Spectrometer. 

 

Table 4.1: Characteristics of hollow fiber contactor, Liqui-Cel® 2.5x8 

1. Diameter of shell, m 5x10-2 7. Porosity, ε % 40 

2. MOC of housing (shell) PC 8. Pore diameter, m 5x10-8 

3. Fiber MOC PP 9. No of fibers, N 1x104 

4. 
Fiber inner diameter, Di m 2.2x10-4 

10. Interfacial area for 

extraction, (πDiLεN) m
2
 

4.8x10-1 

5. Fiber thickness, m 3x10-5 11. Lumen Volume, m
3
 1.5x10-4 

6. 
Fiber length, L m 1.6x10-1 

12. Specific interfacial area (per 

unit lumen volume ) (m2 m−3) 
3.2x103 
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Batch liquid-liquid extraction studies 

Figure 4.1 shows the generated data of distribution coefficient of U(VI) versus TiAP 

concentration. The extraction of U(VI) using TiAP as the extractant from nitric acid medium 

can be represented by the following equilibrium reaction [21], 

              
2+ -
2 3 2 3 2

KeqUO aq + 2 NO aq + xTiAP org UO NO .xTiAP org             (1) 

                     

2 3 2 org d
eq 2 2x x2+ - -

2 3 3orgaq aq

UO NO .xTiAP KK  =  = 
UO NO TiAP NO TiAP

                (2) 

                                           

2 x-
d eq 3K  = K NO TiAP                                                         (3) 

                      
Keq stands for equilibrium constant and Kd is the distribution coefficient of uranium with 

TiAP, which is equal to [UO2(NO3)2.2TiAP]org/ [UO2
+2]aq.  

 

 

Figure 4.1: Distribution coefficient of U(VI) for different TiAP concentrations with 

uranium plant raffinate as the feed; feed/organic is 1 

 

In a set of batch experiments, the Kd values are obtained at constant [NO3
-] and variable 

[TiAP]. A log-log plot is drawn of Kd and TiAP concentration (Figure 4.1), which can be 

y = 20.10x1.931
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described by the following equation, 

                                                   Kd = 20.1 [TiAP]1.93                                                              (4) 

Comparing Eq. (3) and (4), it can be realized that around 2 molecules of TiAP are associated 

with one molecule of U(VI) to form the metal-carrier complex. Substituting Kd from Eq. (4) 

into Eq. (3) and putting [NO3
-] = 1.5 M., we get the value of equilibrium constant, Keq as 8.93 

M−4. Similarly, Keq for U(VI)-TBP system is found as 6.65 M−4. Corresponding to equation 4, 

Kd = 6.654 [TBP]1.73. This shows that TiAP has little bit greater affinity for U(VI), compared 

to TBP.  

During the extraction of U(VI) from nitric acid media, HNO3 also gets extracted by 

TiAP [50]. To determine the amount of nitric acid extracted into TiAP, concentration of nitric 

acid in the raffinate samples was titrated to assess the extent of association of the acid with 

TiAP in the HNO3-TiAP complex. Observations are shown in Figure 4.2. Through regression 

analysis, the equilibrium constant for acid transport has been estimated as 0.20 M−2. Figure 

4.2 also shows the corresponding values for TBP. It has been observed that the extent of 

association of nitric acid with TiAP is similar to that with TBP. Using TBP, equilibrium 

constant for acid transport has been calculated as 0.16 M−2, which is in accordance with that 

found in the literature [51].  
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of HNO3 transport along with the U(VI) using TiAP and TBP; 

feed is uranium plant raffinate; feed/organic is 1 

 

Studies on hollow fiber contactor 

 ELM experiments were conducted in hollow fiber (HF) contactor having the initial 

U(VI) concentration 190 ppm in 1.5M nitric acid. The raffinate was circulated in lumen of 

HF. A dispersion of 0.1 M NaHCO3 in dodecane containing TiAP (10 % v/v), stabilized with 

SPAN80 was passed through the shell side in countercurrent mode.  

 

HF contactor operation in once through mode 

Comparison of the extraction efficiency for once through mode operation of HFELM is 

shown in Figure 4.3 for both TiAP and TBP as the ligand. Extraction efficiency has been 

calculated through following equation.  

 Extraction (%) = 100(1-(C/Co))            (5) 

Where, C is the concentration of U(VI) in the raffinate and Co is the feed initial U(VI) 

concentration. It has been observed that around 25% of U(VI) has been extracted in once 
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through mode with the TiAP, while for TBP, around 24% extraction of U(VI) has been 

achieved.  

 

Figure 4.3: Comparison of transport of U(VI) in once through mode operation of 

HFELM using TiAP and TBP as the ligand; Feed: uranium plant raffinate; organic: 10 % 

v/v ligand dissolved in dodecane with 2 % v/v SPAN80; aqueous phase: 0.1 M NaHCO3; 

W/O ratio in emulsion is 2:3 v/v; agitation rpm 4000; flow rate for HF is 400 ml min−1 in 

both the tube and shell side 

 

HF contactor operation in recirculating mode 

HFELM has also been operated in recirculating mode with the same conditions and 

observations are shown in Figure 4.4. U(VI) extraction of 68% has been achieved in the 

period of 1 hour using TiAP as the carrier. Figure 4.4 also shows the similar run with 

HFELM in recirculating mode using TBP with similar U(VI) extraction has been achieved in 

1 hour. It is seen that both the carriers are performing almost identical for U(VI) extraction. 

Use of TiAP for U(VI) extraction can be advantageous in view of its lower solubility in water 

(0.1 g L−1) and greater resistance to acid hydrolysis and chemical degradation. 
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Figure 4.4: Transport of U(VI) in recirculating mode operation of HFELM; Feed: 

uranium plant raffinate; organic: 10 % v/v TiAP dissolved in dodecane with 2 % v/v 

SPAN80; aqueous phase: 0.1 M NaHCO3; W/O ratio in emulsion is 2:3 v/v; agitation 

rpm 4000; flow rate 400 ml min−1 in both the tube and shell side; Volume in 

recirculation is 1L 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

DISPERSION LIQUID MEMBRANE IN HOLLOW 

FIBER CONTACTOR: PRELIMINARY STUDIES 

 

Introduction 

Recovery of material like uranium, strontium, cesium, thorium etc from dilute streams 

is a major task in nuclear industry in view of environmental remediation and value recovery 

[52]. The conventional methods for these purposes, viz. solvent extraction and ion exchange 

have their own limitations such as solvent extraction includes the need for separate extraction 

and stripping steps, problems of emulsification, requirement of multistage contact for 

recovering solute from dilute streams, flooding and loading limits in continuous 

countercurrent devices, the need for density difference between the phases, use of a scrubbing 

agent, high solvent losses and large solvent inventories; while ion-exchange process suffers 

from the problem of resin fouling, capacity limitations, the requirement of more complexing 

material, and selectivity. Moreover, these separation processes are equilibrium-limited. Off 

late, liquid membrane systems are showing promise in terms of high selectivity for the 

strategic material, low organic and energy consumption, simultaneous extraction and 

stripping, moderate cost-to-performance ratios and time-effectiveness.  

 Among major liquid membrane configurations, one comprises an micro-porous 

membrane having two fluid-2 phase interfaces immobilized at the two ends of a membrane 

pore called supported liquid membrane (SLM); liquid layer between two immobilized fluid-2 

phase interfaces acts as a selective barrier for solute transport; due to limited membrane 
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liquid inventory, this configuration suffers from limitations such as washing out of membrane 

from pores and destruction of the phase interface. Another configuration is based on if one of 

the phase interfaces is mobile, while the other phase interface is immobilized at the end of a 

membrane pore mouth; here, dispersion of one liquid phase in another is created externally in 

a mixer/dispersion device called dispersion liquid membrane (DLM). Later configuration is 

beneficial in view of larger interfacial area for stripping as compared to previous and hence, 

higher rate of transport of solute from feed to strip can be obtained; stability issues like 

membrane loss from pores are also eliminated due to continuous replenishment of the 

membrane liquid [22].  

 Both of the above configurations can be operated in the hollow fiber module (figure 

5.1), which are shell and tube type contactors having micro porous polymeric lumens packed 

in a cylindrical shell. One of the aqueous solution passes through the lumen and the other 

passes through the shell side. This type of contactor offers packaging large areas of 

membrane/ volume of module economically and efficiently; through non-dispersive contact, 

it avoids the mixing between the feed stream and the extracting phase; scale-up of this system 

is also simple due to its modular design [5]. DLM has been identified as a sufficiently stable 

configuration in view of providing constant supply of organic solution to the membrane pores 

[7]. In that a dispersion of strippant in organic extractant phase is passed through the shell 

side of the hollow fiber contactor, while the feed solution is passed through the lumen side. 

Aqueous-organic phase interface is maintained at the pore mouth on the fiber inner surface by 

keeping the lumen side pressure higher than that of the shell side. It does not require the use 

of a surfactant and thus product recovery process is very simple [53]. 
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From the various attempts made to evaluate the DLM operation in HF contactor for 

different metal ions, it emerges that, this technology is an effective and economic alternative 

to conventional processes. In view of importance of recovery of uranium in terms of both 

environmental and economic point of views, this technology has huge potential for 

application to recovery of uranium from various streams produced in nuclear industry. 

Accordingly, Roy et al. have investigated removal of U+6 from concentrated  oxalate streams  

(14 to 74 g/l) generated during reprocessing of spent fuel of nuclear reactor; 20 % TBP as 

carrier in NPH diluents and 0.01 M HNO3 as strippant has been suggested as optimal 

operating conditions [32]. In a country like India, huge quantities of waste raffinate streams 

are generated / ton of nuclear grade Uranium produced. Recovery of uranium from such lean 

raffinate streams (≈ 0.5g/l) is of immense importance in view of huge potential uranium 

resource. Here, efficiency of HFDLM technology for recovery of uranium from actual 

streams of uranium extraction plant has been studied. Also, there is need to establish the 

technique in a more eco-friendly and economic way with even less consumption of organic 

carrier and an aqueous raffinate almost free of uranium which can be recycled in the plant as 

process stream or disposed safely with minimum processing.  

Here, DLM technique in hollow fiber is explored for uranium removal from dilute 

nitrate streams. Uranyl nitrate pure solution (UNPS) and Uranyl nitrate raffinate stream 

(UNRS) from Uranium Metal Plant were used as source stream. UNPS was used for 

preliminary studies with final goal of using the actual waste stream, the UNRS. The study 

with UNRS was carried out to observe the effect of presence of other metal ions on transport 

of uranium and formulation of an efficient HFDLM system for this stream. TBP is a very 

selective carrier agent, which only picks up uranyl ion from source stream. In uranium 

purification plant, uranyl nitrate impure solution is put through TBP extraction process in 

which only uranyl ion gets extracted in organic phase and the impurities are left behind, 
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which remains in UNRS. Similarly, while recovering uranium from URNS using HFDLM, 

the TBP selectively complexes with uranyl ion and the other impurities are left behind in the 

raffinate stream. Sodium carbonate efficient strippant for recovery of uranium from nitrate 

medium, a dispersion of Na2CO3–TBP/ Dodecane has been used. Effect of various 

hydrodynamic and chemical parameters such as carrier concentration, presence of surfactant, 

initial feed uranium concentration, feed acidity and varying aqueous to organic ratio in 

dispersion has been studied. Preliminary data on liquid-liquid equilibria has been generated 

through batch experiments. These all may be the basis for scale up of commercial facility for 

treating such kind of waste. 

 

Experimental 

Materials and chemicals 

 The extractant solution was prepared by dissolving required amount of Tri-n-butyl 

phosphate in n-dodecane. UNPS (≈ 40 g/L of U+6) is obtained from the product stream of 

Uranium Metal Plant, UED, BARC. From this solution, feed of various strengths and 

acidities were prepared by dissolving it in nitric acid solution of desired molarity. Uranium 

metal plant raffinate was also obtained from Uranium Extraction Division, BARC and used 

after filtration. Typical composition of the waste is given as following: Uranium(U): 0.68 g/L, 

Aluminium(Al): 0.6 g/L, Boron(B): 0.3 mg/L, Chromium(Cr): 50 mg/L, Iron(Fe): 0.5 gm/L, 

Magnesium(Mg): 50 mg/L, Manganese(Mn): 10 mg/L, Nickle(Ni): 30 mg/L, Nitric acid: 1 N. 

Sodium carbonate/ bicarbonate solution used as strippant was prepared by dissolving the 

required amount of it in distilled water. Isopropyl alcohol was used for cleaning of the 

membrane contactor. All chemicals used were of A.R. Grade. 

 Experiments were conducted in a liquid-2 extraction (LLE) system provided with 

Liqui-Cel® Extra-Flow 2.5x8” membrane contactor (Fig 5.1) of 1.4 m2 contact area 
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purchased from Membrana, Germany. It is a hollow fiber contactor having micro porous 

polypropylene lumens close packed in a tubular shell. Detailed characteristics of module are 

presented in Table 5.1. The system utilizes two stainless steel gear pumps (Make: Cole 

Parmer) capable of flows from 0.20 to 1.0 LPM. Chemically resistant polyolefin tubing and 

fittings are used throughout the system to withstand most organic hydrocarbons, acids, and 

bases. Two Teflon flow meters and two stainless steel pressure gauges of range 0 to 30 psig 

are panel-mounted to measure inlet/outlet flow and pressure respectively for both tube side 

and shell side streams. The dispersion was prepared by using a high speed emulsifier (REMI 

make: RQT-127 /D). The permeation of uranium through the liquid membrane was measured 

through analysis of uranium content in the aqueous solutions (non-active) using colorimetry 

with Chemito ultraviolet UV 2000 spectrophotometer and Jasco V-550 UV-VIS 

spectrophotometer. 

 

Table 5.1: Characteristics of hollow-fiber contactor 

Cartridge configuration With Center Baffle 

MOC Lumen Polypropylene 

Effective fiber length 0.15 m 

ID of Lumen 240 x 10-6 m 

Wall thickness of lumen 30 x 10-6 m 

Average Pore size of lumen 0.05 x 10-6 m 

Number of fibers 10,000 

Porosity of lumen 40 % 

Average cartridge i.d. 0.022 m 

Average cartridge o.d. 0.050 m 

Fiber packing fraction 0.45 
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Membrane surface area 1.4 m2 

Maximum shell side working temperature/ pressure 40 0C, 7.4 kg/cm2 

Maximum lumen side liquid temperature/ pressure 25 0C, 4.9 kg/cm2 

Priming Volume Shell side 0.40 L 

Priming Volume Lumen side 0.15 L 

Potting Material Polyethylene 

Housing Material Polypropylene 

 

Studies on UO2
2+-TBP equilibrium 

Extraction equilibrium of U+6 using TBP as carrier agent can be represented as [60], 

            eq1K2+ -
2 3 2 3 2UO (aq) + 2 NO (aq) + 2 TBP(org) UO (NO ) .2TBP(org)               (1)  

Considering fast chemical reaction between the metal species and the membrane carrier, local 

equilibrium at interface is reached and concentrations at interface are related as per equation 

2 [61],  

                  d
eq 2 2

3

KK  =  
NO TBP

                  (2) 

where, Kd is the distribution coefficient of metal at feed-membrane interface. Liquid-liquid 

extraction (LLX) experiments have been conducted to generate the equilibrium data for U+6–

TBP system both with UNPS and UNRS. 

a) UNPS as source stream: Feed is taken as 0.4 g/l (400 ppm) uranium as uranyl nitrate 

in 1 N nitric acid, membrane as tri-n-butyl phosphate in n-dodecane and strippant is 1 M 

Na2CO3. Extraction data is collected by stirring feed and organic phase for different agitation 

times keeping aqueous to organic ratio (A/O) 1:1. After that agitation is stopped, both phases 

are disengaged and uranium is analyzed in raffinate. For generation of stripping data, loaded 

organic is mixed with fresh strippant keeping A/O 1:1 for varying agitation times. Then, after 
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phase disengagement uranium is analyzed in loaded strip. Distribution coefficient data for 

extraction is presented in Table 5.2. It has been observed that for LLX system, 3 min is the 

equilibration time. Distribution coefficient of stripping for 10% and 30% TBP (with 0.4 g/l U 

in 1 N nitrate and 1 M sodium carbonate as strippant) is 0.148 and 0.088, respectively; which 

shows that stripping is better with 30 % TBP.  

b) UNRS as source stream: Feed is taken as uranium metal plant raffinate (composition 

is given above), membrane as tri-n-butyl phosphate in n-dodecane and strippant is 1 M 

NaHCO3. Extraction data is collected by stirring feed and organic phase keeping aqueous to 

organic ratio (A/O) 1:1. After that agitation is stopped, both phases are disengaged and 

uranium is analyzed in raffinate. For generation of stripping data, loaded organic is mixed 

with fresh strippant keeping A/O 1:1. Then, after phase disengagement uranium is analyzed 

in loaded strip. Distribution coefficient data for extraction and stripping is presented in Table 

5.3.  

 

Table 5.2: Equilibrium data of extraction generated with UNPS 

 

0.4 g/l U+6 in 1 N 

nitrate 

TBP (v/v) in dodecane Kd (Corg/Caq) 

5% 0.34 

10% 1.25 

30% 7.66 

 

 

10 % v/v TBP in 

dodecane; feed 

acidity 1 N 

Feed uranium concentration 

(g/l) 

Kd 

0.4 1.25 

1.3 0.915 

4.0 0.624 

13.2 0.318 
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0.4 g/l U+6 with 

10 % v/v TBP in 

dodecane 

Feed Acidity (N) Kd 

1 1.25 

2 2.10 

3 3.40 

 

Table 5.3: Equilibrium data generated with UNRS 

Carrier conc. Variation 

Feed: Uranium Waste; 

Carrier: TBP in 

Dodecane; Strippant: 

1 M NaHCO3 

TBP (v/v) Kd extraction 

(Corg/Caq) 

Kd stripping 

(Corg/Caq) 

5% 0.4  

0.04 10% 1.17 

30% 4.99 

Strippant Variation 

Feed: Uranium Waste; 

Carrier: 10 % TBP in 

Dodecane 

Strippant Kd extraction 

(Corg/Caq) 

Kd stripping 

(Corg/Caq) 

1 M NaHCO3  

1.17 

0.04 

0.01 N HNO3 0.34 

Distill Water 0.29 

 

Experiments with hollow-fiber contactor 

 Experiments have been conducted with strip-organic dispersion is re-circulated on the 

shell-side with the feed on the tube-side. Shell-side reservoir containing strippant and organic 

is agitated throughout the experiment to avoid phase disengagement; aqueous to organic ratio 

of dispersion was kept as 1:1 unless otherwise stated. Volume of feed and dispersion is kept 

as 500 ml unless otherwise stated. Tube-side pressure is kept a little higher (∆P = 2 psig) than 

the shell-side to maintain the aqueous-organic interface at inner wall of fiber and prevent 

organic entrainment in tube-side. Owing to pores in fiber wall are of the order of 0.05 micron 
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and strippant droplets are of the order of 0.1 mm (Appendix 1), only organic phase of the 

dispersion can be present in fiber pores. Thus, organic phase will fill the hydrophobic pores 

and stripping droplets will stay in shell (Fig 5.2). Parametric studies have been conducted by 

varying carrier concentration, feed metal ion concentration, feed acidity and A/O ratio in 

dispersion to see the effect on metal transport. HFDLM has the following obvious advantages 

- a) preparation of emulsion, a separate unit operation, is not needed, which saves additional 

time and cost b) demulsification step, required to recover the solute, is also eliminated (owing 

to immediate separation of aqueous and organic as agitation is stopped) c) viscosity of the 

membrane is reduced due to the absence of surfactant d) in absence of surfactant, recycling of 

organic phase becomes easier e) reduced viscosity of shell side fluid may lead to faster 

stripping.  

Amount of uranium transported from feed to strip is estimated by periodically 

sampling the feed solution and analyzing uranium using colorimetry (for uranyl nitrate pure 

solution, wavelength was kept as 375 nm using peroxide as a coloring agent; while for 

uranium raffinate, it was 578 nm with bromo-PADAP dye as a coloring agent). Percent 

transport of U+6 is calculated as 100* (1-C/Co)), where, C is the concentration of uranium in 

feed solution at time t and Co is the initial feed concentration. The dispersion was prepared 

by mixing the stripping solution with the organic membrane phase at 3000 rpm; sauter mean 

diameter of drops is around 0.1 mm. Aqueous to organic ratio of 1:1 and flow rate was 

maintained as 400 ml/min unless otherwise stated. Stripping agent was 1 M sodium 

carbonate/ bicarbonate. 
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Figure 5.2: Schematic of DLM with flow diagram of experimental apparatus  

  

Results and Discussion 

 Effect of variation in system parameters on transport rate of uranium has been 

presented as following.  

Effect of varying carrier concentration  

 Experiments were conducted with different concentrations of TBP in dodecane. Fig 

5.3 shows percentage transport of uranium as a function of time for varying carrier 

concentrations. It is seen that the rate of U+6 transport increases with increasing carrier 
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concentration. Increase of the carrier concentration enhances the formation of U-TBP 

complex at the feed-membrane interface, resulting in increased rate of extraction of uranyl 

ion. Although 30 % TBP is showing fastest rate of transport, 10% TBP gives good enough 

extraction in DLM mode with the advantage of reducing the organic input in the system. 

 

 

Figure 5.3: Effect of varying carrier concentration on extraction of uranium; feed: 0.4 

g/L U+6 in 1 N nitric acid medium; dispersion: aq/org 1:1, aq (1 M Na2CO3), org (TBP in 

dodecane)  

 

Effect of varying initial feed uranium concentration 

 Fig 5.4 shows time-variation of uranium transport for different initial feed uranium 

concentrations. It is observed that rate of transport decreases with increase in feed metal ion 

concentration. This observation points to the fact that equilibrium limitation dominates the 

transport process. High feed concentration in the feed membrane interface leads to saturation 

of the membrane phase w.r.t. the available carrier content. Whereas, the factors which govern 

the capacity to transfer the solute to the strip side like, the diffusion length, membrane strip 

interfacial area, concentration of strip etc remain limited. Hence beyond a certain 
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concentration of feed, increase in feed concentration will lead to reduced rate of extraction, 

unless the carrier concentration in the membrane is increased. Similar behavior has been 

observed by several researchers previously [62-64].  

 

Figure 5.4: Effect of varying feed uranium concentration on percentage extraction; feed: 

U+6 in 1 N nitric acid medium; emulsion: aq/org 1:1, aq (1 M Na2CO3), org 10 % (v/v) 

TBP in dodecane with 3 % SPAN 80  

 

Effect of varying feed acidity 

 Effect of variation of feed-acidity is shown in Fig 5.5. It is observed that rate of 

transport increases with increase in feed-side nitric acid concentration. The reason is as NO3
- 

is co-transported ion along with uranium (Eq. 1); it provides driving force for uranyl ion 

transport. Although experiments are not conducted with acidity beyond 3 N owing to possible 

deterioration of polypropylene fibers, it seems that on further increasing the feed acidity 

TBP.HNO3 type complexes may compete with UO2(NO3)2.2TBP leading to decrease in 

uranium transport [65]. 
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Figure 5.5: Effect of varying feed acidity on percentage extraction; feed: 0.4 g/L U+6 in 

nitric acid medium; HFDLM: aq/org 2:1, aq (1 M Na2CO3), org (10 % TBP in dodecane) 

 

Effect of varying aqueous to organic ratio in shell-side 

Aqueous to organic ratio is varied in dispersion and results are presented in Fig 5.6. It 

has been observed that increasing aqueous to organic ratio will increase the extraction of 

uranium from feed to strip. This is due to reduced diffusion length of membrane phase and 

more interfacial area of strippant available for unit volume of organic, which leads to faster 

removal of solute from the organic phase by rapid diffusion and stripping, which enhances 

extraction.  
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Figure 5.6: Effect of varying aq:org ratio (in emulsion) on percentage extraction; feed: 

0.4 g/L U+6 in 1 N nitric acid medium; HFDLM: aq (1 M Na2CO3), org (10 % TBP in 

dodecane) 

 

Effect of presence of surfactant 

 Effect of presence of surfactant has been seen by adding 3 % v/v sorbitan monooleate 

(SPAN 80) in dispersion of strippant and organic for both 10% and 30% TBP. It is observed 

(Fig 5.7) that the performance of system without surfactant is marginally poorer than system 

with surfactant using 10% v/v TBP in the membrane phase; while a comparable performance 

of both  is obtained at higher carrier loading (30% v/v TBP). The reason for this may be 

attributed to high interfacial area of strippant per unit volume of organic in presence of 

surfactant, which leads to better recovery of solute in case of 10% TBP. While for 30% TBP, 

increased concentration of carrier enhances the extraction and counterbalances the effect of 

less internal membrane strip interfacial.    
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Figure 5.7: Effect of presence of surfactant; feed: 0.4 g/L U+6 in 1 N nitric acid medium; 

dispersion: aq/org 1:1, aq (1 M Na2CO3), org (TBP in dodecane); surfactant: 3 % v/v 

SPAN 80 

 

Transport behavior of U+6 using Uranium Waste (UNRS) 

 After preliminary studies with UNPS solution, the performance of DLM for actual 

waste stream, UNRS has been tested. Accordingly, experiments are being conducted with 

solvent extraction raffinate of plant which contains uranium in nitrate form along with other 

metal ions majorly Al, Fe, Cr and Mg (composition of raffinate given above). TBP in various 

concentrations dissolved in dodecane was utilized as carrier agent. 1 M sodium bi carbonate 

solution was used as strippant. Flow rate was kept as 200 ml/min in both lumen and shell side. 

Volume of feed and dispersion was taken as 1000 ml. Fig 5.8 shows transport behavior of 

uranium both from feed to membrane and from membrane to strip. It was found that with 

increase in carrier concentration, extraction of uranium increases. The reason is concentration 

of TBP in the organic at any point of time at the pore interface is more for 30 % TBP than for 

10 %. Stripping was also efficient for 30 % TBP. The partition coefficient of both extraction 

and stripping are given in Table 5.3; similar results are found for UNPS and given above. 
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Uranyl ion flux [{U+6 transported (g/L) x 238-1 (gmole/g) x Volume of feed (0.5 L)}/ 

{Extraction area (m2) x time (hr)}] has been found as 1 x10-3 moles/m2-hr, while it was 3.4 

x10-3 moles /m2-hr for pure solution. Reason might be lower distribution coefficient (Kd = 

4.99) of uranium in case of waste as compared to pure solution.  

 

a) 

 

b) 

Figure 5.8: Transport behavior of uranium with time using UNRS; dispersion: aq/org 

1:1, aq (1 M NaHCO3), org (TBP in dodecane); flow rate: 200 ml/min   
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 Choice of strippant: Among 0.01-N nitric acid, 1-M Na2CO3 and 1-M NaHCO3, 

sodium bicarbonate was chosen as the strippant as it gives faster and more efficient stripping 

compared to nitric acid. TBP as a carrier for uranium, co extracts nitric acid. As the 

permeation process proceeds, there is gradual build up of nitric acid in the strip phase, which 

does not favour the de-complexation of the Uranium-TBP complex at the strip boundary. Use 

of a dilute alkali like Na2CO3 or NaHCO3 promotes de-complexation by instant stripping, 

which in turn enhances extraction at the feed boundary by fast generation of free carrier. Both 

Na2CO3 and NaHCO3 as strippant are performing virtually the same, while being a milder 

alkali compared to Na2CO3, possibility of losing uranium by precipitation during stripping is 

less for NaHCO3 and so used. Percent extraction after 3 hrs is 96% and 80% for NaHCO3 and 

HNO3, respectively. Complete stripping was achieved with NaHCO3, while it was 80 % for 

HNO3. The reason being stripping by nitric acid is equilibrium based, while for sodium 

bicarbonate, it is reaction based and hence, is faster. Equilibrium data generated for different 

strippant were also showing the same trend (Table 5.3).  

 

Model prediction 

For computation of simulation, mass-transfer resistances of aqueous feed film and of 

organic membrane are estimated using Eq 3 by evaluating the aqueous feed film thickness, 

daq and diffusivity of metal complex, dorg through Eq 4 and 5, respectively [5, 29]. 

 

                                                                                                                                       (3) 

                      

                                               
1/3

2

aq aq

R 4R vSh =  = 1.62
d LD

                                                         (4) 

 

aq org
aq org
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b c c c
org

c P P P

c

p

k T 9R 2R 2RD  = 1 + ln  1.54
6πηR 4d d d

2 Rfor < 0.2
d

                         (5) 

where, v, η, Rc and dp denote feed flow velocity, viscosity of membrane, molecular 

radius of solute complex and pore-diameter of micro-porous fiber. Viscosity of the membrane 

η is calculated by 1/η = (w1/ η1) + (w2/ η2) [66] using viscosity of TBP (η1) as 3.38 cp [67] 

and of dodecane (η2) as 1.34 cp [68-69] at 25 ˚C. Parameters used in simulation are presented 

in Table 5.4; and generated equilibrium data used for simulation is given in Table 5.2 and 5.3, 

respectively for UNPS and UNRS. Percent deviation [70] between model prediction and data 

is calculated as, 

                                      

p
Expt,m Pred,m

m=1 Expt,m

y y100Deviation %  = 
p y

                             (6) 

Where, p stands for number of data points and y represents data values. 

 

Table 5.4: Parameters used for simulation 

Parameter Value 

kb (J/K) 1.38 x10-23 

T (K) 298 

Daq  (cm2/s) 6 x10-6 [60] 

Rc (cm) 12.86 x 10-8 [25] 

Viscosity of membrane liquid, η 

(cP); metal complex diffusivity, Dorg 

(cm2/s); membrane resistance, ∆org 

(s/cm) 

5 % v/v TBP 1.39; 0.87 x 10-6; 11497  

10 % v/v TBP 1.45; 0.84 x 10-6; 11964 

30 % v/v TBP 1.71; 0.71 x 10-6; 14073 
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Feed flow velocity, v (cm/s); aqueous 

film thickness, daq (cm); aqueous film 

resistance, ∆aq (s/cm) 

200 ml/min 0.74; 4.41 x 10-3; 349 

400 ml/min 1.47; 3.51 x 10-3; 330 

800 ml/min 2.95; 2.78 x 10-3; 241 

           

  Simulation has been generated for transport of uranium at different feed flow rates 

for both 10 % and 30 % TBP as carrier; ∆aq at a particular flow rate is used accordingly from 

Table 5.4. Simulation shows that on increasing in flow rate, metal transport increases 

accordingly; which is according to expected trend because as flow rate increases, ∆aq 

decreases leads to increase in transport.  In the operating range of the hollow fiber module in 

use, increase in flow rate leads to minor increase in the uranium transport as the controlling 

resistance is in the membrane side. 

 The present work shows potential of application of dispersed liquid membrane system 

in HF contactor to recovery of uranium from actual raffinate streams of Uranium Metal Plant. 

DLM in hollow fiber contactor, with the sodium carbonate/ bicarbonate as strip phase 

dispersed in 10% TBP in dodecane as the organic extractant provides complete recovery of 

uranium from dilute feed solution. The process shows good stability during operation with 

low consumption of organic. While the process is efficient due to high surface area for 

extraction as well as stripping, the energy consumption is low due to mild agitation for 

dispersion and ease of phase disengagement after pertraction.  

The developed model is able to predict the transport of uranium in HFDLM system under 

various operating conditions. The film resistance values have been estimated independently 

using physical properties of system, contactor characteristics and hydrodynamic conditions. 

The model is unique in simplicity and versatility. It will be useful for generation of data for 

scale up and design of the system.  
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Thus, dispersion liquid membrane in Hollow-fiber module (HFDLM) seems to be a 

promising configuration in terms of stability, simplicity and cost of operation for treatment of 

such kind of lean wastes. Sustained studies are required on material and geometry of lumens 

and structural configuration of Hollow Fiber contactor in order to establish its applicability 

for wider range of aqueous and organic streams. 

 

Appendix 

For Dispersed Phase (Sodium Carbonate (Strippant)): 

ρ = 1000 Kg/m3 

σ = 72.8 x 10-3 N/m 

For Continuous Phase (30% TBP in DD (Organic)): 

ρ = 817.50 Kg/m3 

(where, ρTBP = 975 Kg/m3, ρDD = 750 Kg/m3 at 25˚C) 

Impeller Dia = 35 mm 

n = 3000 rpm = 3000/60 rev/s = 50 rev/s 

For Dispersion (Aq: org 1:1): 

ρ = 0.5 (1000) + 0.5 (817.5) = 908.75 Kg/m3 

 To find the Drop Size,  

We = ρc n2 Da
3/ σ = (817.5) x (50)2 x (0.035)3/ (72.8 x 10-3) = 1203.65 

Volume fraction of dispersed phase in the system, ψ = 0.5 

Now /S aD D  = 0.058(1+5.4ψ) We-0.6 [69] = 0.058 (1+5.4(0.5)) / (1203.65^0.6) = 3.043x 10-3 

Hence, Sauter mean Diameter SD  is, 3.043x 10-3 x 35 mm = 0.1065 mm 

Therefore, strippant droplets created are of the order of 0.1 mm. 
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CHAPTER 6 

 

DISPERSION LIQUID MEMBRANE IN HOLLOW 

FIBER CONTACTOR: SCALE UP ASPECTS 

 

Introduction 

Effective removal and recovery of U+6 from raffinate stream of uranium solvent 

extraction plant is one of the major challenges in nuclear industry. For a typical plant output 

of 2000 T of U/day, huge quantities of lean raffinate streams are generated. Acidic raffinate 

generated contains uranium along with other base metals. It is very much desirable to recover 

all the uranium from such lean solutions both in view of resource utilization and stringent 

environmental regulations [71-72]. HFDLM (Hollow Fiber Dispersed Liquid Membrane) 

(Figure 6.1), through use of advanced process and equipment, has proved its potential to 

produce aqueous raffinate almost free of uranium [33] which can be recycled in the plant as 

process stream or disposed safely with minimum processing. The hollow fiber contactor, as 

equipment, has distinct advantages such as very high specific surface area, which leads to 

compact systems with lower plant profiles, small foot prints and lighter weights. Due to non-

dispersive contact, phase flow rates can be controlled without flooding limitations. Due to 

modular design, it is easy to scale up. 

Tri-n-butyl phosphate, known commonly as TBP, is an established carrier agent for 

entire nuclear fuel cycle and has been so chosen. In uranium purification plant, uranyl nitrate 

impure solution is put through TBP extraction process in which only uranyl ion gets extracted 

in organic phase and the impurities are left behind, which remains in acidic raffinate. 
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Similarly, while recovering uranium from acidic raffinate using HFDLM, the TBP selectively 

complexes with uranyl ion and the other impurities are left behind. Sodium bi carbonate 

being an efficient strippant for recovery of uranium from nitrate medium, a dispersion of 

NaHCO3–TBP/ Dodecane has been used.  

Although, few studies on scale up of membrane extractors are reported, where copper 

recovery from spent ammoniacal etchant [24], degassing [25], hexanol separation from water 

[26] and recovery of radio-strontium from acidic feeds [27] has been discussed, recovery of 

uranium from the above raffinate on larger scale is studied for the first time. The objective of 

this work is to show application of HFDLM technique for recovery of uranium from given 

raffinate on larger scale.   

 A developed mathematical model [33, 73, and 74] has been extended to attend the 

scale-up of hollow fiber contactors both in number and size. The major parameters of the 

model include a geometric parameter, a hydrodynamic  parameter, three mass transfer 

coefficients, kaqf , korg, kaqs for feed, organic and strip films and equilibrium parameters Kdf 

and Kds at feed and strip interface. The simulation utilizes the parameters of the model 

including Keq to predict the transport of uranium from feed to strip both with lumen length 

and with time under various operating conditions. Along with extraction it is also able to 

predict the stripping performance. Model can be used to understand the performance of 

contactors of various sizes in a common and unified way. These all may be the basis for scale 

up of commercial facility for treating such kind of raffinate. 
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Figure 6.1: An enlarged view of the HFDLM 

 

Experimental 

Materials  

 The extractant solution was prepared by dissolving required amount of Tri-n-butyl 

phosphate in n-dodecane, which is kindly obtained from Heavy Water Board, Mumbai. 

Uranium metal plant (UMP) raffinate was obtained from Uranium Extraction Division, 

BARC and used after filtration. Typical composition of the raffinate is given as following: 

Uranium(U): 0.68 g/L, Aluminium(Al): 0.4 g/L, Boron(B): 0.04 g/L, Chromium(Cr): 7.2 

mg/L, Iron(Fe): 0.5 gm/L, Magnesium(Mg): 0.14 g/L, Manganese(Mn): 10 mg/L, Nickel(Ni): 

5 mg/L, Nitric acid: 1-2 M. Sodium bicarbonate solution used as strippant was prepared by 

dissolving the required amount of it in distilled water. Isopropyl alcohol was used for 

cleaning of the membrane contactor. All chemicals used were of A.R. Grade. 

 

Methods 

 Solvent extraction studies 

 The extraction of U+6 using TBP as the extractant from nitric acid medium can be 

represented by the following equilibrium reaction [75], 
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2+ -
2 3 2 3 2

KeqUO aq + 2 NO aq + 2TBP org UO NO .2TBP org              (1)                       

Concentrations at interface are related as per Eq. 2, considering fast chemical reaction,                

                         
2 3 2 org df

eq 2 22 22+ - -
2 3 3orgaq aq

UO NO .2TBP KK  =  = 
UO NO TBP NO TBP

               (2)                        

Keq stands for equilibrium constant and Kdf is the distribution coefficient of uranium at feed-

membrane interface, which is equal to [UO2(NO3)2.2TBP]org/ [UO2
+2]aq. The equilibrium 

distribution data of U for various TBP concentrations and for different strippants have been 

generated through independent experiments, presented elsewhere [33]. In a set of batch 

experiments, the Kd values are obtained at constant [NO3
-] and variable [TBP]. The Keq for 

U+6 with TBP in dodecane is calculated from Kdf values. A log-log plot is drawn of 

distribution coefficient and carrier concentration (refer Fig 6.2). By the intercept value of 

linear regression (R2 = 0.997) from that plot and using the Eq 2, the value of equilibrium 

constant, Keq has been calculated as 4.75 M-4. The value of Keq is used as an input in model. 

 

 

Figure 6.2: Variation of Kdf with the carrier concentration, TBP in M, feed: U Raffinate 

in 1 N nitrate medium 
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Supported liquid membrane with strip dispersion (HFDLM) 

A typical HFDLM system mainly comprises a hollow-fiber module, a feed solution 

reservoir, a feed pump, a dispersion reservoir, a dispersion pump and an agitator for the 

dispersion reservoir (for dispersing strip phase into organic) (Figure 6.3). An aqueous 

strippant is dispersed in an organic membrane separately in a reservoir using a high speed 

agitator (REMI make: RQT-127 /D) at 3000 rpm. As membranes are not wetted by dispersed 

phase, the organic continuum is ensured by keeping impeller in organic phase.  

 

GP - Gear Pump
P - Pressure Gauge
R - Rotameter

R

R

GP

GP

P

P

P

Dispersion Reservoir Feed Reservoir 

P

 

Figure 6.3: Schematic of HFDLM with flow diagram of experimental apparatus 

 

 The hollow-fiber modules (LiquiCel® 2.5x8” and 4x13” X50) used in the present 

investigations were purchased from Membrana, Germany. Dimensional details for the 

contactors tested are given in Table 6.1. For all the experiments, the feed solution was passed 

through the lumen side, while the dispersion was passed through the shell side of the module 

in re-circulating mode, unless otherwise stated. The volume of both feed and dispersion were 

taken as 1000 ml (for 2.5x8” contactor) and 2000 ml (for 4x13” contactor). The flow rates of 

both the shell and tube side were maintained constant at 200 ml/min (for 2.5x8” contactor) 
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and 1000 ml/min (for 4x13” contactor). A schematic diagram of hollow fiber contactor is 

shown in Figure 6.4. Details of experiments are presented elsewhere [33]. At the end of the 

experiment, the agitator for the strip dispersion is turned off and the dispersion disengages 

into two phases, the lean organic solution and the loaded strip solution. Phase separation is 

instantaneous. The loaded strip solution can be precipitated and dried to get nuclear pure 

uranium. 

 

Table 6.1: Dimensional details for the contactors tested 

Contactor size designator 2.5x8 4x13 

Effective surface area (m2) 1.4 8.1 

Number of fibers 10,000 30,000 

Effective fiber length (m) 0.15 0.25 

Average cartridge i.d. (m) 0.022 0.032 

Average cartridge o.d. (m) 0.050 0.085 

Priming Volume Shell side (l) 0.40 1.26 

Priming Volume lumen side (l) 0.15 0.61 

Fiber material  polypropylene 

Fiber internal diameter (μm) 220 

Fiber outer diameter (μm) 300 

Fiber wall thickness (μm) 40 

Effective pore size (μm) 0.05 

Porosity (%) 40  

tortousity 2 
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Figure 6.4: Schematic of hollow fiber membrane contactor  

  

The permeation of uranium through the liquid membrane was measured through 

analysis of uranium content in the aqueous solutions (non-active) using colorimetry with 

Jasco V-550 UV-VIS spectrophotometer. Amount of uranium transported from feed to strip 

is estimated by periodically sampling the feed as well as the strip solution and analyzing 

uranium using colorimetry (wavelength was kept as 578 nm with bromo-PADAP dye as a 

coloring agent) [24]. All the data are generated at least in duplicate and the accepted data are 

within ±5%. 

 

Viscosity measurements 

 Viscosity data for 100% TBP, pure dodecane and their combinations in 5%, 10%, 

20%, 30% and 40% TBP in dodecane are measured with BROOKFIELD LVDV-II + pro 

cone and plate type viscometer and presented in Table 6.2. From regression (R2 = 0.99) of 

generated data, viscosity of liquid membrane can be estimated from η = 1.318 exp {9.074E-

03 (%TBP v/v)} at a given volume percent of carrier agent. Data are essential for estimating 

the diffusivity of metal complex in organic membrane. 
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Table 6.2: Effect on viscosity of liquid membrane with variation in TBP concentration 

measured at 25 ˚C; diluent is dodecane 

  Viscosity, cP 

Pure component TBP 3.35 

Dodecane 1.38 

TBP  % v/v (M) 5 (0.18) 1.38 

10 (0.37) 1.45 

30 (1.10) 1.65 

40 (1.47) 1.84 

 

Results and discussion 

Evaluation of mass transfer coefficients 

The mass transfer resistance is related to the reciprocal of individual mass transfer 

coefficient by the following equation,  

                                            
1 , 2

1 +df ds

aqf org A lm aqs

K K
k A k A k A

                                                       (3) 

Assuming that the stripping reaction is instantaneous at the membrane strip interface (Data of 

Kds is of the order of 10-2), the contribution of the shell side aqueous phase resistance is 

neglected. Therefore, Eq 3 can be reduced as following, 

                                                           
1 ,

1df

aqf org A lm

K
k A k A

                                                     (4) 

The effect of carrier concentration on the transport of uranium from acidic raffinate was 

investigated and the results are presented [33]. The permeation of U+6 increased with the 

carrier concentration due to increased distribution coefficient value. The data of C/Co vs. t at 

different carrier concentrations are fitted to Eq 16 to estimate the ζ values. Kdf is taken from 
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batch experiments. Then, a plot of ζ vs. Kdf is drawn. By the slope and intercept value of 

linear regression (R2 = 0.999) from that plot and using the Eq 20, the values of kaqf and korg 

were calculated as 1.43x10-3 and 5.57x10-5 cm/s, respectively. The value of kaqf
 was found to 

be higher than korg by order of 2, indicating that the membrane mass transfer is the rate 

controlling step. The Dorg (= korg dorg τ) for the present system was calculated to be 5.57x10-7 

cm2/s, where dorg is fiber wall thickness and τ is tortuosity of solid support. 

For diffusion process with fast chemical reaction under laminar flow, the mass 

transfer coefficient inside the fibers is commonly described by the Leveque equation Eq 5 [5, 

76].  

                        
1/3

2
i

aq

4R vSh =1.62
LD

                         (5) 

where, Sh is the Sherwood number (kdi/Daq; k mass transfer coefficient, di fiber inner 

diameter), Ri is the internal radius of fiber, v is the linear flow velocity of the feed solution 

through fiber, L is the effective length of fiber and Daq is the aqueous diffusion coefficient. 

Using the Leveque relation and kaqf, the value of Daq was estimated as 1.61 x 10-5 cm2/s. 

Similar value of Daq as 1.4 x 10-5 cm2/s is reported [28, 77].  

Membrane phase diffusivity of metal-carrier complex is calculated theoretically by 

Stokes-Einstein equation for porous media Eq 6 [29],
  

                 

b c c c c
org

c P P P p

k T 9R 2R 2R 2 RD  = 1 + ln  1.54 for < 0.2
6πηR 4d d d d

   (6)                    

where, kb is the Boltzmann constant, 1.38x 10-23 J/K, Temperature is 298 K, dp is pore-

diameter of fiber, 0.05 μm, Rc denotes molecular radius of U-TBP complex, 13 x 10-8 cm [78] 

and η is viscosity of membrane phase (refer Table 6.2). The value of Dorg calculated by the 

above equation is 7.34 x 10-7 cm2/s. The calculated value is in agreement with that obtained 

experimentally. Similar values are reported elsewhere [79, 46]. 
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Transport of Uranium from acidic raffinate of uranium processing plant 

Effect of variation in system parameters on transport rate of U+6 using plant raffinate 

is reported below with HFC 2.5 x 8” of specific area 900 m2/m3. 

 Carrier concentration: The composition of organic membrane has a significant effect 

on facilitated transport of metal ion. The flux is expected to increase with increase in carrier 

concentration, because it enhances the formation of U-TBP complex at the feed-membrane 

interface, resulting in increased rate of extraction of uranyl ion. However, with increasing 

carrier concentration, viscosity of membrane phase also increases. These two competing 

factors lead to an optimum in transport flux of U as a function of carrier concentration at 30% 

v/v TBP. Figure 6.5 summarizes the data for uranium flux vs. TBP concentration in 

membrane. The flux value is obtained by moles transported/area/time. Mass transfer area is 

taken as 104* 2πRAlmLε = 0.4862 m2.  

Strippant: Figure 6.6 shows the 1 M sodium bicarbonate as the most efficient 

strippant as it gives more than 96 % permeation of U (VI). Lower concentrations than 1 M of 

NaHCO3 have underperformed as shown. As the acid concentration in the strip solution 

increased with time, it suppresses the dissociation of metal-carrier complex at the membrane 

strip interface, thereby reducing the transport rate of U (VI). Use of a dilute alkali like 

NaHCO3 promotes de-complexation by instant stripping, which in turn enhances extraction at 

the feed boundary by fast generation of free carrier. Distill water is performing better than 

0.01 N nitric acid, delivering uranium transport as 81% and 79%, respectively. It is in 

accordance with the expected trend through Kd stripping, which is 0.04, 0.29 and 0.34, 

respectively for 1 M NaHCO3, Distill water and 0.01 N HNO3. Sample of strip phase has 

been collected from dispersion reservoir at regular time intervals and analyzed for uranium. 

Complete stripping was achieved with 1 M NaHCO3, while it was 79% and 61% for distill 

water and nitric acid, respectively (refer Figure 6.6 b).  
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A/O ratio in dispersion: Prediction has been made for varying A/O ratio in dispersion 

as 2.33, 1.5, 1, 0.66 and 0.43 and percent extraction is found as 99.14, 98.46, 97.56, 96.48 

and 95.24, respectively. It shows increase in rate of transport with increasing A/O. The reason 

is the diffusional path length of metal-carrier complex to achieve a strip droplet decreases 

with increase in A/O. Having simulation in hand, trials are taken only with A/O 1 and 2.33 

with the aim of reduction in organic requirement. Organic is required as a continuous phase 

for constant replenishment of washed organic of membrane pores to increase the membrane 

lifetime, so A/O of dispersion can’t be increased beyond 2.33 without using surfactants. 

Dispersion A/O as 2.33 leads to 97 % U transport in 1 hr. In Figure 6.7, it can be seen that 

transport of uranium virtually remains same as aqueous to organic ratio in dispersion is 

increased from 1 to 2.33. With A/O 2.33, reduction in organic requirement has been achieved 

for same uranium removal; however strip concentration factor is more for A/O 1. 

 

Figure 6.5: Effect of carrier concentration on flux of uranium transport; ■ – data; feed: 

U Raffinate; dispersion: strip/org 1:1, strip (1 M NaHCO3), org (TBP in dodecane); flow 

rate: 200 ml/min   
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Figure 6.7: Effect of variation in organic fraction of dispersion on transport rate; feed: 

Uranium raffinate; dispersion: strip (1 M NaHCO3), org (30% TBP v/v in dodecane), 

A/O (varying); flow rate: 200 ml/min 

 

Transport of uranium along contactor length at different TBP concentrations 

Figure 6.8 shows the lumen and shell concentrations of uranium along contactor 

length during single-passage of feed and strip solutions through hollow fiber contactor 2.5x8” 

at different TBP concentrations. It is assumed that at any z, concentrations are invariant with 

radial distance. Samples are collected at the end of the hollow fiber after single pass and 

analyzed for uranium. Data are shown by symbols in the Figure below. For simulation at a 

given carrier concentration, model equations have been used to get the variation of Cf and Cs 

with lumen length, z along the hollow fiber contactor and shown by smooth line. Initial 

condition is taken as (Cfo = 2.6e-03 M, Cso = 0) at z = 0. Model ties in well with the data. 

Further, both the feed and strip solutions are re-circulated two more times from lumen and 

shell with 30 % TBP and data are reported at z =30 and 45 cm (Effective fiber length in a 

module is 15 cm).  
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Figure 6.8: Transport of Uranium with lumen length at different carrier concentrations, 

feed: uranium raffinate; dispersion: aq/org 1:1, aq (1 M NaHCO3), org (TBP in 

dodecane); flow rate: 200 ml/min 

 

Number multiplication of Hollow fiber contactor 2.5x8” 

Figure 6.9 (a) shows three 2.5x8” contactors combined in series, where feed and strip 

solutions are passed along the length in single-pass mode. Here, lean feed in contactor 3, 

encounters the fresh strippant; while fresh feed of contactor 1, found loaded strip. Individual 

contactor gave almost the same extraction as 57 % using 30% TBP, while stripping was 51, 

79 and 90 % for HFC I, II and III. Figure 6.9 (b) shows the flux vs. log mean concentration 

difference, ∆Clm. ∆Clm is evaluated for each contactor by Eq 7, given below. The slope of the 

linear regression gives the overall mass transfer coefficient value for the process as 1.55e-02 

cm/s. Overall extraction of uranium after passing the solutions through three contactors in 

series is achieved as 92 %, which is already predicted by the model in Figure 6.9 (refer the 
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phases in contact. It is seen that efficiency remains virtually the same for each contactor as 

60%.  
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Figure 6.9: Series multiplication of hollow fiber contactor, 2.5x8” (interfacial area 0.54 

m2): (a) Schematic of series combination of contactors (b) flux vs. ∆Clm; feed: U 
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raffinate; dispersion: aq/org 1:1, aq (1 M NaHCO3), org (30 % v/v TBP in dodecane); 

flow rate: 200 ml/min 

 

Effect of agitation speed: Figure 6.10 presents the data showing the effect of agitation speed 

of dispersion on uranium transport with the three 2.5x8” contactors combined in series. It has 

been observed that with increase in agitation speed from 3000 to 5000 rpm, due to continuous 

decrease in drop size, mass transfer improves. Further, on increasing speed to 6000 rpm, mass 

transport decreases. Reason might be the formation of rigid spheres like drops, which hinders 

the mass transfer. Hence, optimum speed of dispersion preparation may be selected as 5000 

rpm. It can be seen that concentration of uranium in the source solution has been brought 

down below 0.05 g/l using three such contactors in series. 

 

Figure 6.10: Series multiplication of hollow fiber contactor, 2.5x8”: Effect of variation 

in speed of dispersification on Uranium transport; feed: U raffinate; dispersion: aq/org 

1:1, aq (1 M NaHCO3), org (30 % v/v TBP in dodecane); flow rate: 200 ml/min 
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Number multiplication of Hollow fiber contactor 4x13” 

A larger HFC 4x13” having specific area 1300 m2/m3 (MT area 2.43 m2, hold up 

volume 1.87 L) is employed for removal of uranium from waste. Figure 6.11 shows the 

transport of uranium along lumen length for the array of four 4x13” HFC’s combined in 

series and operated in single pass mode. Smooth line represents the prediction of decrease in 

feed concentration, Cf/Co; experimental data are shown by symbols. Mass transfer 

coefficients evaluated from data generated with HFC 2.5x8” are used here for simulation. For 

each contactor 4x13”, effective fiber length is 25 cm and feed flow velocity is 1.23 cm/s. 

Flux was 6.1e-05 mol/m2/s. Efficiency of module was calculated as 89%. It is found that 

placing four 4x13” HFC’s in series will lead to more than 98 % transport of uranium from 

feed to strip in single pass mode. It can be seen that the prediction ties in well with the data. 

Hence, by the model developed, transport performance of such a contactor of any size can be 

estimated at its effective fiber length for a given carrier concentration.  

 Figure 6.12 shows the prediction for varying carrier concentrations for re-circulating 

mode. More than 98 % uranium is transported from feed to strip in 10 minutes with the use of 

30 % TBP as carrier agent. Data tie in well with the prediction. Developed model could be 

used to understand the performance of contactor of any size with known properties in a 

common and unified way. 

The present work shows the successful number and size scale-up of HFDLM system 

to recovery of uranium from actual raffinate streams of uranium metal plant. Process mass 

transfer coefficient of uranium was experimentally found to be 2.174e-02 cm/s, which was in 

good agreement with the predicted value (2.49e-02 cm/s) from model. The magnitude of 

transport coefficient for aqueous film is found to be higher than the organic membrane phase 

by order of 2. Hence, the solute transport is membrane diffusion controlled. More than 98 % 

transport of uranium was obtained from lean source solution in 10 minutes with the use of 30 % 
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TBP as carrier agent. Model is able to predict the rate of transport of a cation from feed to 

strip through immobilized liquid membrane with varying process (DLM) parameters like 

carrier concentration, flow rates of feed and strip i.e. treat ratio, A/O ratio of dispersion, feed 

side concentrations of metal ion and acidity, strippant and volume of feed and with varying 

equipment (HFC) parameters like, specific area m2/m3, hold up volume, fiber MOC, porosity, 

tortousity, fiber length, fiber inner diameter, its wall thickness and number of fibers. The 

present modeling showed it’s utility for optimization and scale-up of the process by limited 

experimental trial runs.  
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a) 

 

b) 

Figure 6.11: Series multiplication of hollow fiber contactor, 4x13” (interfacial area 2.54 

m2): a) photograph of experimental set up, b) Transport of uranium with lumen length; 

feed: U raffinate; dispersion: aq/org 1:1, aq (1 M NaHCO3), org (30 % v/v TBP in 

dodecane); flow rate: 1000 ml/min 
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a) 

 

b) 

Figure 6.12: a) Photograph of large scale HFDLM facility with contactor 4x13” 

b) Transport of uranium with time using contactor 4x13” at different carrier 

concentrations; feed: U Raffinate; dispersion: strip/org 1:1, strip (1 M NaHCO3), org 

(TBP in dodecane); flow rate (shell and tube side): 1000 ml/min, Volume of feed and 

dispersion = 2000 ml   
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CONCLUSION 

 

We concluded that after a certain drop diameter, the rate of coalescence of drops 

becomes equal to the rate of their breakage. Effect of surfactant becomes negligible in this 

region. At carrier concentration of 10 % v/v, both the ligands TiAP and TBP have the same 

interfacial tension and yet, smaller water drops produced with TiAP. This is due to the fact 

that the branched iso amyl chains of TiAP produce greater steric hindrance to coalescence 

than the linear chains of TBP. It is seen that with increase in the concentration of TBP, the 

drop diameter increases. This is because of possible displacement of SPAN80 by TBP due to 

their high concentration. Since, TBP is not as effective as SPAN80 to prevent drop 

coalescence, due to its shorter hydrocarbon chains, the drop size increases as concentration of 

TBP in the solution increases.  A similar behavior is also observed with TiAP. 

The drop diameter decreases with increase in concentration of SPAN80 until a 

threshold concentration is reached, beyond which increase in SPAN80 has no effect on drop 

diameter. The concentration of SPAN80 needed to reach the threshold increases with increase 

in the concentration of the carrier. Higher, is the concentration of the carrier, greater is the 

concentration of the surfactant needed to displace it and hence the threshold value is higher. 

Both TBP and TiAP show similar trend. 

A mathematical model has been developed for estimation of the wetted length of the 

fiber pore. Developed model is not system specific and can be used for prediction of 

extraction rate of other ions and other types of polymeric membranes. It is found that 40 % of 

the pore length is wetted by the organic phase in polysulfone contactor. Similarly, for 

polypropylene contactor, consisting hydrophobic polypropylene lumen, α is estimated to be 

1.1. This implies that in the case of polypropylene membrane, the entire length of the pore is 

wetted by the organic phase. Polypropylene module is found to exhibit greater extent of 
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extraction than polysulfone. This is because, the fiber wall thickness of PP lumen is one order 

of magnitude less than that of the PS lumen. Hence, the reduction in the rate of diffusion of 

uranium ions due to higher value of α in PP lumen is overcompensated by its shorter pore 

length. It has also been understood that for polymeric membranes with higher ε/τ, extraction 

of solute will be less dependent on the fraction of the pore length wetted by the organic 

membrane phase. The model has been utilized to predict the performance of PS and PP 

hollow fiber contactor, respectively, on their scale up. The magnitude of transport coefficient 

for aqueous film is found to be one order of magnitude higher than the organic membrane 

phase. Hence, the solute transport is membrane diffusion controlled.  

Efficacy of TiAP as a carrier for extraction of U(VI) from acidic plant raffinate has 

been evaluated in comparison to TBP. On the positive side, TiAP has a greater affinity for 

U(VI) compared to TBP with dodecane as solvent. On the negative side, TiAP has a higher 

propensity to extract nitric acid into dodecane, which reduces the driving force for extraction. 

These two factors appear to balance each other when the extraction is performed on a 

uranium plant raffinate containing 1.5 M nitric acid using hollow fiber extractor, where both 

TBP and TiAP perform almost identically. However, there are many lean uranium streams 

which have low acidity and we expect TiAP to perform better than TBP in those cases. In 

addition, considering the other advantages of TiAP over TBP viz. lower aqueous solubility 

and low rates of degradation on exposure to radiation, we can conclude that TiAP is a 

promising carrier in dispersion liquid membrane process for recovery/enrichment of U(VI) 

from acidic raffinates of uranium refining plants. 

The present work also shows potential of application of dispersed liquid membrane 

system in HF contactor to recovery of uranium from actual raffinate streams of Uranium 

Metal Plant. DLM in hollow fiber contactor, with the sodium carbonate/ bicarbonate as strip 

phase dispersed in 10% TBP in dodecane as the organic extractant provides complete 
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recovery of uranium from dilute feed solution. The process shows good stability during 

operation with low consumption of organic. While the process is efficient due to high surface 

area for extraction as well as stripping, the energy consumption is low due to mild agitation 

for dispersion and ease of phase disengagement after pertraction.  

The developed model is able to predict the transport of uranium in HFDLM system under 

various operating conditions. The film resistance values have been estimated independently 

using physical properties of system, contactor characteristics and hydrodynamic conditions. 

The model is unique in simplicity and versatility. It will be useful for generation of data for 

scale up and design of the system.  

Thus, dispersion liquid membrane in Hollow-fiber module (HFDLM) seems to be a 

promising configuration in terms of stability, simplicity and cost of operation for treatment of 

such kind of lean wastes. Sustained studies are required on material and geometry of lumens 

and structural configuration of Hollow Fiber contactor in order to establish its applicability 

for wider range of aqueous and organic streams. 

The present work also shows the successful number and size scale-up of HFDLM system to 

recovery of uranium from actual raffinate streams of uranium metal plant. Process mass 

transfer coefficient of uranium was experimentally found to be 2.174e-02 cm/s, which was in 

good agreement with the predicted value (2.49e-02 cm/s) from model. The magnitude of 

transport coefficient for aqueous film is found to be higher than the organic membrane phase 

by order of 2. Hence, the solute transport is membrane diffusion controlled. More than 98 % 

transport of uranium was obtained from lean source solution in 10 minutes with the use of 30 % 

TBP as carrier agent. Model is able to predict the rate of transport of a cation from feed to 

strip through immobilized liquid membrane with varying process (DLM) parameters like 

carrier concentration, flow rates of feed and strip i.e. treat ratio, A/O ratio of dispersion, feed 

side concentrations of metal ion and acidity, strippant and volume of feed and with varying 
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equipment (HFC) parameters like, specific area m2/m3, hold up volume, fiber MOC, porosity, 

tortousity, fiber length, fiber inner diameter, its wall thickness and number of fibers. The 

present modeling showed it’s utility for optimization and scale-up of the process by limited 

experimental trial runs.  
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NOMENCLATURE 

a1, a2and alm inner, outer and log mean area of fiber lumen,respectively,cm2 

Cf  concentration of UO2
2+in feed phase, M 

Co concentration of UO2
2+in organic phase, M 

Cs concentration of UO2
2+in strip phase, M 

Cif concentration of UO2
2+ at aqueous side of feed-membrane interface, M 

Cio concentration of UO2
2+atorganic side of feed-membrane interface, M 

Cis concentration of UO2
2+ at membrane-strip interface, M 

df feed film thickness, cm 

do organic film thickness, cm 

ds strip film thickness, cm 

Df distribution coefficient of UO2
2+between feed and membrane phases 

Ds distribution coefficient of UO2
2+between membrane and strip phases 

Df diffusion coefficient of UO2
2+ in the aqueous phase cm2/s 

Do diffusion coefficient of UO2(NO3)2.2TBP complex in the organic membrane, cm2/s 

J flux of UO2
2+through the liquid membrane present in pores, mol/cm2-s 

kf mass transfer coefficient on feed side, cm/s 

ko mass transfer coefficient through membrane phase, cm/s 

ks mass transfer coefficient between membrane phase and strip droplet, cm/s 

l effective length of the fiber lumen, cm 

nf total number of hollow fibers in the contactor 

PP polypropylene 

PS polysulfone 

r1 inner radius of fiber, cm 

r2 outer radius of fiber, cm 

v linear feed velocity, cm s-1 

V
•

volumetric flow rate, cm3/s 

z length measured along axis of fiber, cm 

L fiber wall thickness or pore length, cm 

Lf fiber wall thickness wetted by aqueous feed solution, cm 
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Lo fiber wall thickness wetted by organic membrane liquid, cm 

α fraction of the pore length wetted by the organic membrane phase 

ε porosity of hollow fiber 

τ tortuosity of hollow fiber 

DLM dispersion liquid membrane 

HF hollow fiber  

TBP Tri-n-butyl phosphate 

TiAP Tri iso amyl phosphate 
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Appendix A 

 

Figure A: drag coefficient versus reynolds number (unit operations of chemical 
engineering, McCabe Smith, 5th edition, pg 158) 
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1.  Processes  involving  facilitated  transport  through  dispersion  liquid  membranes,  in  hollow  fiber 
contactors,  are  advantageous over  conventional  processes  for  separation of  valuable metals  from 
lean streams. In liquid membrane based transport process, fraction of the pore length wetted by the 
organic  liquid  membrane  phase  is  important  in  deciding  the  rate  of  extraction.  A  mathematical 
model  has been developed  for determining  the  rate  of  transport  through  the membrane and  the 
extent of extraction through the contactor as a function of the fraction of the pore length wetted by 
the organic membrane phase.  The data  has  been  generated  for  extraction of uranium  from nitric 
acid in countercurrent once‐through mode using hollow fiber dispersion liquid membrane. 

 

Figure 1: An enlarged view of the dispersion liquid membrane in hollow fiber contactor
Figure 2: Schematic representation of transport of metal  ion through the hollow fiber membrane; 1‐ diffusion 
film at feed‐membrane interface, 2‐region of the pore filled with feed solution, 3‐region of the pore filled with 
organic liquid, 4‐ diffusion film at organic membrane interface, 5‐diffusion film at strip‐organic interface 
 

2. Low rates of coalescence are desirable to achieve high stability of dispersion in dispersion liquid 
membrane processes. The rate of drop‐coalescence depends on the nature and concentration of the 
adsorbed species at the drop‐organic phase interface. When the organic phase contains more than 
one surface active species, there would be competition among them to occupy interface. Moreover, 
different surface active species, depending on the structure of their hydrophobic tail, have different 
ability  to  prevent  coalescence.  In  the  present  work,  two  different  techniques  have  been  used  to 
study stability of emulsion. In the first, time of fall of drop of aqueous phase through an organic pool 
and  its  coalescence  with  its  bulk  phase  has  been  studied  with  a  typical  liquid‐liquid  extraction 
system.  The  second  technique  involves  use  of  an  optical  instrument  ‘Turbiscan  Online’  to 
characterize  the  liquid  dispersions  using multiple  light  scattering.  Based  on  these  studies,  it  was 
possible to arrive at the optimal formulation of the dispersion and method of emulsification. 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Schematic of the experimental facility and video image of the drop resting at the interface 
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